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Imaginaries in separably closed valued ﬁelds
Martin Hils, Moshe Kamensky and Silvain Rideau
Abstract
We show that separably closed valued ﬁelds of ﬁnite imperfection degree (either with λ-functions
or commuting Hasse derivations) eliminate imaginaries in the geometric language. We then use
this classiﬁcation of interpretable sets to study stably dominated types in those structures. We
show that separably closed valued ﬁelds of ﬁnite imperfection degree are metastable and that
the space of stably dominated types is strict pro-deﬁnable.

1. Introduction
Since the work of Ax-Kochen and Ershov on the model theory of Henselian valued ﬁelds of
residue characteristic 0, yielding, for example, the approximative solution of Artin’s conjecture
via the famous transfer principle between Qp and Fp ((t)) for large p, valued ﬁelds have
been a constant source for deep model-theoretic applications. One may mention here Denef’s
rationality results for certain Poincaré series and the foundations of motivic integration.
But it is only with the work of Haskell, Hrushovski and Macpherson [8, 9] on the model
theory of algebraically closed valued ﬁelds that the methods of geometric model theory have
been made available for the study of valued ﬁelds. Then, in their groundbreaking work [14],
see also [6], Hrushovski and Loeser used these newly available tools to give a new account of
the topological tameness properties of the Berkovich analytiﬁcation Van of a quasi-projective
algebraic variety V. The purpose of this paper is to study separably closed valued ﬁelds of
ﬁnite imperfection degree from the point of view of geometric model theory, in the light of
these results.
Our ﬁrst goal is the classiﬁcation of the interpretable sets, also called imaginary sorts. Recall
that a set is interpretable if it is the quotient of a deﬁnable set by a deﬁnable equivalence
relation. A theory is said to eliminate imaginaries if for every interpretable set X there is a
deﬁnable bijection between X and a deﬁnable set, in other words, if the category of deﬁnable
sets is closed under quotients. In valued ﬁelds, contrarily to what happens, for example, in
various contexts of algebraically closed ﬁelds with operators, it is not the case, in general,
that the interpretable sets can all be understood in terms of the deﬁnable subsets of Cartesian
powers of the ﬁeld. There are some truly new quotients that appear and, in the case of the
theory ACVF of algebraically closed non-trivially valued ﬁelds, these new quotients are all
described by Haskell, Hrushovski and Macpherson [8] as certain quotients of linear algebraic
groups by deﬁnable subgroups. They show that it is enough to add to the valued ﬁeld sort,
for any n  1, the set of O-lattices in K n , which is given by GLn (K)/GLn (O), as well as the
union of all s/ms, where s is an O-lattice in K n . Here O denotes the valuation ring of K and m
denotes the maximal ideal of O. These sorts are called the geometric sorts and we will denote
them by G.
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Since then, it has been shown that various theories of valued ﬁelds eliminate imaginaries
down to the geometric sorts, namely the theory RCVF of real closed valued ﬁelds (by work
of Mellor [18]), the theories of p-adic ﬁelds and of ultraproducts of p-adic ﬁelds (by work of
Hrushovski, Martin and the third author [15]) and the theory VDFEC of existentially closed
valued diﬀerential ﬁelds (K, v, ∂) of residue characteristic 0 satisfying v(∂(x))  v(x) for all x
(by work of the third author [23]).
Let us now consider separably closed valued ﬁelds. Recall that if K is a non-perfect
separably closed ﬁeld of characteristic p > 0, then [K : K p ] = pe for some e ∈ N∗ ∪ {∞},
and the elementary theory of K is determined by e, the so-called imperfection degree or
Ershov invariant of K. Hrushovski’s model-theoretic proof of the relative Mordell–Lang
conjecture in positive characteristic [13] illustrates that the theory of separably closed nonperfect ﬁelds — a stable theory — is a model-theoretic framework which provides a very
useful approach for the study of questions from (arithmetic) algebraic geometry in positive
characteristic.
In the valued context, the completions of the theory SCVF of separably closed non-trivially
valued ﬁelds are determined, as in the case without valuation, by the imperfection degree. One
also has an explicit description of the deﬁnable sets by work of Delon and, more recently, Hong
[12].
Our ﬁrst result is that, as in the case of ACVF, the geometric sorts are suﬃcient to describe
all the interpretable sets in separably closed valued ﬁeld of ﬁnite degree of imperfection.
Theorem A (Theorem 3.9). The theory SCVFp,e of separably closed valued ﬁelds of ﬁnite
degree of imperfection e, with the elements of a p-basis named by constants, eliminates
imaginaries down to the geometric sorts.
We prove this rather directly, reducing ﬁrst to semi-algebraic sets using λ-functions and
then performing a topological reduction to the corresponding result in ACVFp,p . The crucial
ingredient is Hong’s density theorem from [11] whose proof we include for convenience.
However, it seems more appropriate for practical purposes to work in the (strict) reduct
obtained when, instead of working over a p-basis, one adds a sequence of e commuting Hasse
derivations (see [30]) to the language of valued ﬁelds. The situation is much trickier in this
context. It is no longer the case that a deﬁnable subset of a Cartesian power of the ﬁeld is
necessarily in deﬁnable bijection with a semi-algebraic set. In order to reduce questions to
ACVFp,p , prolongations come into the picture. In Corollary 4.23, we prove that the analogue
of Theorem A also holds in SCVHp,e , the theory of existentially closed valued ﬁelds with e
commuting Hasse derivations.
Note that Theorem A follows formally from this second result, but we chose to present both
proofs as the shorter topological proof seems interesting and instructive to us. The ﬁrst proof
consists in ﬁnding a canonical way of representing a semi-algebraic set deﬁnable in a separably
closed valued ﬁeld K by the K-points of a set deﬁnable in K |= ACVFp,p . The second proof,
inspired by the work of the third author on the theory VDFEC [23], is much more local. We
only achieve a correspondence between K and K at the level of types.
The main technical result which allows us, in the second proof, to reduce questions about
deﬁnable sets to questions about types is the following density result for deﬁnable types, with
parameters from the geometric sorts:
Theorem B (Theorem 4.21). Let K |= SCVHp,e , and let X ⊆ VFn be a K-deﬁnable set.
Let A = G(acleq (X)). Then, there exists an A-deﬁnable type p such that p(x)  x ∈ X.
Here, X denotes the canonical parameter of X in K eq . Recall that a type p(x) over some
structure M is said to be deﬁnable if for every formula ϕ(x; y) there exists a formula θ(y) over
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M , usually denoted by dp x ϕ(x; y), such that for all m ∈ M :
ϕ(x; m) ∈ p if and only if M |= θ(m).
The proof of Theorem B follows the same strategy as in the case of VDFEC mentioned above.
The main new technical point is a quantiﬁer elimination result for dense pairs of valued ﬁelds
satisfying certain conditions. We then show that the pair (K, K), for K a model of SCVHp,e ,
satisﬁes these conditions.
It follows immediately from this density statement that SCVHp,e , considered in the geometric
sorts G, has weak elimination of imaginaries. That ﬁnite sets are coded in G can easily be
transferred from the corresponding result in ACVFp,p . This approach also has the added beneﬁt
of giving us, as a by-product, the fact that any type over an algebraically closed set has
an automorphism invariant global extension, which is an important technical result for what
follows.
In order to be able to classify imaginaries in the language of valued ﬁelds alone (in the case
of ﬁnite imperfection degree, or even in the case of inﬁnite degree of imperfection), it seems
that one would need new ideas. In these cases, the goal would be to give a classiﬁcation relative
to those imaginaries which are deﬁnable in the ﬁeld without valuation.
The second part of this paper is devoted to studying metastability and stably dominated
types, ﬁrst introduced by Haskell, Hrushovski and Macpherson [8, 9] to prove elimination of
imaginaries in ACVF down to the geometric sorts. A type is said to be stably dominated if
its ‘generic’ extensions are controlled by pure stable interpretable subsets of the structure. A
typical example is the generic type of the valuation ring O which is controlled by the residue
map. Haskell, Hrushovski and Macpherson show that in a model of ACVF, over the value
group, there are “many” stably dominated types. One says that ACVF is metastable and this
gives a formal meaning to the idea that a model of ACVF is controlled in a very strong sense
by its value group and its residue ﬁeld. Precise deﬁnitions can be found in Section 6.
In [14], Hrushovski and Loeser use the machinery of geometric model theory in ACVF to
 whose points are given by the stably dominated types
construct a model-theoretic avatar V,
an
concentrating on V, of V , the Berkovich analytiﬁcation of a quasi-projective algebraic variety
 admits a deﬁnable strong deformation retraction
V. Among other things, they show that V
onto a Γ-internal subset Σ, where Γ is the value group. Since, the divisible ordered Abelian
group Γ is the natural model-theoretic framework for piecewise linear geometry, this result
implies that, without any smoothness assumption on V, Van is locally contractible and admits
a strong deformation retraction onto a piecewise linear space.
Our ﬁrst result regarding these questions is that stable domination in a model K of
SCVHp,e is characterized, via prolongations, by stable domination in the algebraic closure of
K (Proposition 6.9). From this, we deduce the following result, using a description of deﬁnable
closure obtained in Proposition 5.5:
Theorem C (Corollary 6.11). The theories SCVHp,e and SCVFp,e are metastable over the
value group Γ.
Second, we establish the analogue of an important technical result from [14]. Before we may
state this result, we need to recall some notions. A pro-deﬁnable set in U is a set of the form
D = limi∈I Di , where (Di )i∈I is a projective system in the category of deﬁnable sets and I is
←−
a small index set. If all the Di and the transition maps are C-deﬁnable, D is called C-prodeﬁnable. A pro-deﬁnable function is a (bounded) family of deﬁnable functions (equivalently
a function whose graph is pro-deﬁnable). The (C-)pro-deﬁnable sets form a category with
respect to (C-)pro-deﬁnable maps. If the pro-deﬁnable set D = limi∈I Di is isomorphic to a pro←−
deﬁnable set with surjective transition functions, it is called strict pro-deﬁnable. Equivalently,
for every i ∈ I, the set πi (D) ⊆ Di is deﬁnable (and not just type-deﬁnable). Here, πi denotes
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the projection map on the ith coordinate. Dually, one deﬁnes (strict) ind-deﬁnable sets. We
refer to [14, Section 2.2] for the basic properties of these notions.
Let X be a C-deﬁnable set in ACVF. In [14], it is shown that there is a strict C-pro-deﬁnable
 such that for any A ⊇ C, the set X(A)

set X
is in canonical bijection with the set of A-deﬁnable
global stably dominated types p(x) such that p(x)  x ∈ X. If this is the case in a theory T , we
say (rather loosely) that the set of stably dominated types in T is strict pro-deﬁnable. From
the proof in [14], we extract an abstract condition on a metastable NIP theory T which implies
that the set of stably dominated types is strict pro-deﬁnable in T . This yields the following:
Theorem D (Corollaries 7.7 and 7.8). The set of stably dominated types is strict prodeﬁnable in SCVHp,e as well as in VDFEC .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we gather some preliminaries about valued
ﬁelds, the model theory of algebraically closed valued ﬁelds, separably closed ﬁelds as well as
separably closed valued ﬁelds. We then present, in Section 3, the density theorem for semialgebraic sets, and we prove Theorem A, namely that SCVFp,e eliminates imaginaries down
to the geometric sorts. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem B and of the fact that
the geometric sorts classify the imaginaries even when working with Hasse derivations. This
section mostly consists in the proof of a quantiﬁer elimination result, of independent interest,
for dense pairs of valued ﬁelds.
Subsequently, we show that various notions in SCVHp,e reduce in the nicest possible way to
ACVFp,p . In Section 5, we establish this for the deﬁnable and the algebraic closure; Section 6
gives a complete description of the stable stably embedded sets in SCVHp,e (they are more
or less the same as in ACVFp,p ) as well as of the stably dominated types, in terms of
stable domination of the prolongation in ACVFp,p . Putting all this together, we obtain the
metastability of SCVHp,e (Theorem C). In a ﬁnal section, we present an abstract framework,
for metastable NIP theories, which guarantees the strict pro-deﬁnability of the set of stably
dominated types, and we show that both SCVHp,e and VDFEC fall under this framework, thus
establishing Theorem D.
2. Preliminaries
Let us ﬁx some notation. We will normally denote (ind-,pro-) deﬁnable sets in a given theory
by bold letters (such as X). As customary, we will often identify such objects with their
set of realizations in a universal domain (a ﬁxed suﬃciently saturated model), which we keep
unspeciﬁed. In such cases, by a set (of parameters) we will mean a small subset of this universal
domain.
Whenever X is a deﬁnable set (or a union of deﬁnable sets) and A is a set of parameters,
X(A) will denote X ∩ A. Usually in this notation, there is an implicit deﬁnable closure, but we
want to avoid that here because more often than not there will be multiple languages around
and hence multiple deﬁnableclosures which could be implicit. Similarly, if S is a set of deﬁnable
sets, we will write S(A) for S∈S S(A). When the language is clear, we will write A  K when
A is a substructure of K (that is, closed under function symbols).
n
We will be working with a ﬁxed prime p, and will write Kpn for the set {xp | x ∈ K} of
n
p -powers in a ﬁeld K. Likewise, if X is a deﬁnable ﬁeld, Xpn is the deﬁnable set of pn powers.
We write Kp∞ (respectively, Xp∞ ) for the intersection of Kpn (Xpn ) over all n.
2.1. Imaginaries
Recall that, in model theory, an imaginary point is a class of a deﬁnable equivalence relation.
To every theory T , we can associate a theory T eq obtained by adding all the imaginary points.
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Every model M of T expands uniquely to a model M eq of T eq . We write dcleq and acleq to
denote the deﬁnable and algebraic closure in M eq .
Let X be a set deﬁnable with parameters in a suﬃciently saturated and homogeneous
structure M . We denote by X ⊆ M eq the set of points ﬁxed by the group GX of
automorphisms stabilizing X globally. We say that X has a canonical parameter (or is coded)
if it can be deﬁned over X ∩ M . Likewise, X has an almost canonical parameter (or is weakly
coded) if it can be deﬁned over acleq (X) ∩ M , that is, over some tuple with a ﬁnite orbit
under the action of the same group. Note that if this ﬁnite orbit (viewed as a deﬁnable set)
itself has a canonical parameter, then it is a canonical parameter for X as well.
A theory admits elimination of imaginaries precisely if every deﬁnable set has a canonical
parameter.
2.2. Valued ﬁelds
2.2.1. Notation and conventions. Whenever (K, val) is a valued ﬁeld, we will denote by
Γ(K) := val(K  ) its value group, by O(K) its valuation ring, by m(K) its maximal ideal, by
k(K) := O(K)/m(K) its residue ring and by resK : O(K) → k(K) the canonical projection.
When the ﬁeld K is clear from context, we will write Γ, O, m, k and res. We usually identify
Γ and Γ∞ := val(K) = Γ ∪ {∞}. We will also denote by VF(K) the points of the valued ﬁeld
itself (this will make more sense once we consider multi-sorted structures).
Let us now brieﬂy recall the geometric sorts from [8]. For n  1, let Sn (K) be the set of
O-lattices in K n , that is, Sn (K) GLn (K)/GLn (O). Note that, for any s ∈ Sn (K), the

quotient s/ms is an n-dimensional k-vector space. One puts Tn (K) := ˙ s∈Sn (K) s/ms. Note
that Tn (K) can similarly be identiﬁed with (GLn /G)(K), where G is the inverse image of
the stabilizer of a non-zero vector under the residue map on GLn (O). Hence, it is indeed an
imaginary sort. The map associating to an element of Tn the corresponding lattice in Sn is
denoted by τn .
→ Γ is a surjective homomorphism with kernel GL1 (O),
When n = 1, the map val : GL1 (K) −
and therefore S1 ∼
= Γ canonically. Similarly, k = (O/m) ⊆ T1 canonically. In fact T1 (K) is
canonically isomorphic, as above, to the quotient of multiplicative groups K  /(1 + m), which
is often denoted by RV(K).
2.2.2. The valuation topology. Let T be a theory of valued ﬁelds, with valued ﬁeld sort
VF. We consider VFn with the deﬁnable valuation topology, where a deﬁnable subset X is
open if each of its points belongs to a product of open balls contained in X. Here, X, the balls
and the points are over parameters, but if X is open and over K, and a ∈ X(K) for some
valued ﬁeld K, then the ball can also be chosen over K. Continuous deﬁnable functions and
other topological notions are deﬁned similarly.
Given a valued ﬁeld K, the collection X(K), where X ranges over K-deﬁnable open subsets
of VFn , forms a basis for the usual valuative topology on K n . Note that an inclusion of valued
ﬁelds K ⊆ L is continuous if and only if Γ(K) is a coﬁnal subset of Γ(L).
Lemma 2.1. Assume that K is dense in L in the valuation topology. Then we have Sn (K) =
Sn (L) and Tn (K) = Tn (L) for every n  1. In particular, the extension L/K is immediate.
Proof. Since K is dense in L, the set K N is dense in LN for every N , and so GLn (K)
2
is dense in GLn (L), as GLn (L) is an open subset of Ln . For any M ∈ GLn (L), the set
M · GLn (O(L)) is open in GLn (L), so it contains some M0 ∈ GLn (K), showing that Sn (K) =
GLn (K)/GLn (O(K)) = GLn (L)/GLn (O(L)) = Sn (L).
Now let t ∈ Tn (L). By the previous paragraph, we know that τn (t) = s ∈ Sn (K), so applying
a K-linear change of variables we may assume that s = O n and t ∈ k(L)n = O(L)n /mO(L)n .
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But then π −1 (t) is an open subset of O(L)n , so by the density assumption there is a tuple
a ∈ O(K)n such that π(a) = t. It follows that t ∈ Tn (K).

Note that there are immediate
 extensions L/K such that K is not dense in L, for example,
the Puiseux series ﬁeld K = n∈N C((t1/n )) inside the Hahn series ﬁeld L = C((tQ )).
Our goal now is to show that every smooth subvariety of aﬃne space (viewed as a deﬁnable
subset of VFn ) is a topological manifold, that is, deﬁnably locally homeomorphic to an open
subset of VFm for some m. If X is a variety over a ﬁeld K0 , and a ∈ X(K0 ), by a local
coordinate system around a we mean an étale map from a Zariski neighborhood of a to VFd ,
all over K0 , taking a to 0 (here d is the dimension of X at a). The following observation is well
known (see, for example, [20, Proposition 4.9] or [19, Proposition I.3.24]).
Fact 2.2. If a is a smooth point of a variety X, it admits a system of local coordinates.
The following statement is essentially the implicit function theorem in the valuative setting.
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a smooth subvariety of aﬃne space, viewed as a deﬁnable
subset of VFn in a theory T of Henselian valued ﬁelds. Then the induced deﬁnable topology
on X is the unique topology for which every local coordinate system around every point a of
X is a homeomorphism in a neighborhood of a.
In particular, X admits a unique deﬁnable topology making X(K) locally homeomorphic to
an open ball in K d around each point.
Proof. Uniqueness is clear by Fact 2.2. To show that every local coordinate system is a local
homeomorphism, we ﬁrst note that the problem is local for the Zariski topology on X, and
by [19, Proposition I.3.24], we may therefore assume that X is the zero set of a polynomial
→ VFn−d , where the tangent space of X at a
map P (y1 , . . . , yn ) = (fd+1 (y), . . . , fn (y)) : VFn −
is given as the kernel of dP (a) and has dimension d.
→ VFd , which we may assume
Also, we are given a coordinate system F̄ = (f¯1 , . . . , f¯d ) : X −
to be globally étale. Let F = (f1 , . . . , fd ) be any lift of F̄ to a polynomial function on VFn .
Then dF restricts to a bijection from the tangent space of X at a to VFd . It follows that the
Jacobian matrix (∂fi /∂yj ) of the combined map (F, P ) is invertible.
By rescaling, we may assume that both a and the coeﬃcient of F, P lie in O. Replacing
X by the graph of F , we are in the situation of Hensel’s Lemma (as in, for example,
[17, Theorem 9.14] or [22, Theorem 7.4]). Thus, there is a value r ∈ Γ(K0 ) (namely, the
valuation of the Jacobian determinant at a), such that for any x ∈ VFd with val(x) > 2r,
there is a unique y ∈ X with F (y) = x and val(y − a)  val(x) − r. This inequality also gives
the continuity.

Note that this shows, in particular, that there is a valuation topology on any smooth aﬃne
variety, independent of an embedding into aﬃne space, and therefore that the same deﬁnition
determines a topology on any (not necessarily aﬃne) smooth variety.
2.3. Model theory of algebraically closed valued ﬁelds
Recall the following languages for valued ﬁelds.
• Ldiv = Lring ∪ {div} is the language with one sort VF, where x div y ⇔ val(x)  val(y).
• LΓ is the two-sorted language with sorts VF and Γ, given by Lring on VF, Loag =
{0, +, −, <, ∞} on Γ and val : VF → Γ.
• LΓk is the three-sorted language with sorts VF, k and Γ, given by Lring on VF, (another
copy of) Lring on k, Loag on Γ and the functions val : VF → Γ and Res : VF2 → k between
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the sorts. Here,
⎧
⎪
⎨res
Res(x, y) :=

⎪
⎩

0,

x
y

,

if ∞ = val(y)  val(x);
otherwise.

• LRV is the RV-language (also called language with leading terms) with two sorts VF
and RV where that last sort is interpreted as VF /(1 + m). We add an element 0 to RV
for the image of 0. The language consists of the ring language on VF, a map rv : VF → RV
and the language Ldiv on RV. The symbol · interprets the (multiplicative) group structure
on RV and the symbol + the trace of the addition when it is well deﬁned. To be precise,
if val(x) < val(y), then rv(x) + rv(y) = rv(y) + rv(x) = rv(x), if val(x) = val(y) = val(x + y),
then rv(x) + rv(y) = rv(x + y) and otherwise rv(x) + rv(y) = 0. Finally, rv(x) div rv(y) is
interpreted as val(x)  val(y).
Note that we will write
i xi where xi ∈ RV. This notation is slightly abusive as + as
deﬁned above is not associative. What we mean by i xi is in fact i∈I0 xi , where I0 is the
set of indices i such that xi is of minimal valuation.
• LG is the language in the geometric sorts (or geometric language) from [8, Section 3.1],
with set of sorts G := {VF, k, Γ} ∪ {Sn | n  1} ∪ {Tn | n  1}. It is an extension of LΓk . We
use the notation from [8], although we write the value group additively and not multiplicatively.
Fact 2.4. The theory ACVF of algebraically closed non-trivially valued ﬁelds eliminates
quantiﬁers in either of the languages Ldiv , LΓ , LΓk , LRV and LG .
For the ﬁrst three languages, we refer to [8, Theorem 2.1.1]. (In the case of Ldiv , the result
is more or less due to Robinson.) The quantiﬁer elimination result in the language LG is
[8, Theorem 3.1.2]. Quantiﬁer elimination in LRV for ACVF is folklore and we are not aware
that any proof exists in the literature. Let us give a sketch of the proof.
Proof of Fact 2.4 (LRV case). We have to show that given two models M and N of ACVF such
that N is |M |+ -saturated and given any isomorphism f : A → B between LRV -substructures
of M and N , respectively, we can extend f to M . First, one can check that f can be extended
to the closure of A under inverses (both in VF and RV).
Let a ∈ RV(A) be such that there is no c ∈ VF(A) with val(c) = valRV (a), where valRV
is induced by val on RV. If valRV (a) ∈ Q ⊗ val(A), let n be minimal positive such that
n valRV (a) = val(e) for some e ∈ VF(A). There exists c ∈ VF(M ) such that cn = e and
rv(c) = a. To show that this holds, it suﬃces to prove it for e = 1 and that can be done easily
by applying Hensel’s lemma and the Frobenius on the residue ﬁeld (if the residue characteristic
is positive). Similarly, there exists d ∈ VF(N ) such that dn = f (e) and rv(d) = f (rv(a)).
If valRV (a) ∈ Q ⊗ val(A), take any c such that rv(c) = a and any d ∈ VF(N ) such that
rv(d) = f (rv(a)). Then one can extend f by sending c to d.
Repeating this last step, we may assume that val(VF(A)) = valRV (RV(A)) (and that
RV(A) and VF(A) are closed under inverses). Given r ∈ RV(A), let a ∈ VF(A) be an element
with val(a) = valRV (r). Then r/rv(a) is a well-deﬁned element c of k(A), so r = c rv(a), and
f (r) is uniquely determined. Hence, such an f is completely determined by its reduct to LΓk
(actually the sort Γ is useless here, but the two sorted language with VF and k is not usually

considered) and so f extends to M by quantiﬁer elimination in LΓk .
We note that in the multi-sorted languages LΓ , LΓk , LRV and LG , all added sorts
are interpretable in Ldiv , and the structure is just the one induced by the corresponding
interpretations in Ldiv .
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The completions of ACVF are given by specifying the pair of characteristics
(char(VF), char(k)) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, p), (p, p) | p a prime number}. The completion corresponding
to (p, q) is denoted by ACVFp,q .
The following is the main result of [8].
Fact 2.5 [8, Theorem 3.4.10]. The theory ACVF eliminates imaginaries in LG .
2.4. Separably closed ﬁelds
2.4.1. Notation and conventions. Let K be a ﬁeld of characteristic p > 0. Let b = (bj )j∈J
be a (possibly inﬁnite) tuple from K and let I : J → p = {0, . . . , p − 1} be a function with
ﬁnite support (that is a function that has value 0 outside of a ﬁnite set). We denote by bI the
I(j)
monomial j∈J bj . The tuple b is said to be a p-basis of K if the monomials bI form a linear
basis of K as a vector space over Kp . Then every x ∈ K can be uniquely written as x = I xpI bI .
The xI are called the p-components of x (with respect to b) and the functions fI : K → K
sending x to xI are called the p-coordinate functions or λ-functions. Any characteristic p ﬁeld
admits a p-basis and all p-bases of K have the same cardinality e, usually called the imperfection
degree or the Ershov invariant of K. Obviously, we have [K : Kp ] = pe when e is ﬁnite.
A ﬁeld K is said to be separably closed if it has no proper separable algebraic extension. For a
prime p and e < ∞, let Lλp,e := Lring ∪ {b1 , . . . , be } ∪ {fI | I ∈ pe } be the language with one sort
K and let SCFp,e, be the theory of characteristic p separably closed ﬁelds with imperfection
degree e, where the bj form a p-basis with corresponding p-coordinate functions given by
ne
the fI . We will denote by λn : K → Kp the deﬁnable function whose coordinates are the
n
fIn ◦ · · · ◦ fI1 for all tuples (In , . . . , I1 ). Note that λn (x)p is the tuple of Kpn -coordinates of
j
x in the basis b(In ,...,I1 ) = j (bIj )p .
Fact 2.6. The theory SCFp,e, eliminates quantiﬁers and imaginaries and is complete. In
case e > 0, it is stable not superstable.
The quantiﬁer elimination result in that particular language is due to Delon [3, 4]. The
completeness result goes back to work of Ershov [7]. Stability and non-superstability are
proved in [29]. Elimination of imaginaries is due to Delon and a proof can be found in
[4, Proposition 3.9].
The (type-deﬁnable) subﬁeld Kp∞ is the largest perfect subﬁeld of K, and it is algebraically
closed. The induced structure on Kp∞ (by the ambient structure) is that of a pure algebraically
closed ﬁeld.
2.5. Hasse derivations
The λ-functions already give a ‘ﬁeld with operator’ ﬂavor to separably closed ﬁelds. Separably
closed ﬁelds can also be naturally equipped with more classical operators: Hasse derivations.
As explained by Hoﬀmann [10], there are two natural ways in which to endow a separably
closed ﬁeld with Hasse derivations. Here, we follow Ziegler [30].
A Hasse derivation on a ring R is a sequence D = (Dn )n∈N of additive functions Dn : R → R
such that for all x, y ∈ R, D0 (x) = x and Dn (xy) = k+l=n Dk (x)Dl (y). We say that D is

Dm+n also holds. We will assume all Hasse derivations to be
iterative if Dm ◦ Dn = m+n
n
iterative.
Let e ∈ N. Let K be a ﬁeld of characteristic p > 0 and (D1 , . . . , De ) be a tuple of commuting
Hasse derivations on K (that is, Di,n ◦ Dj,m = Dj,m ◦ Di,n for all i, j  e and n, m ∈ N). It is
easy to check that Kp∞ is contained in the ﬁeld
C∞ := {x ∈ K | Di,n (x) = 0 for all i  e and n > 0}
of (absolute) constants.
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The ﬁeld K is said to be strict if
Kp = C1 := {x ∈ K | Di,1 (x) = 0 for all i  e}.
(We then have Kp∞ = C∞ ). Let
LD
p,e := Lring ∪ {Di,n | 0 < i  e and n ∈ N}
and let SCHp,e, be the theory of characteristic p separably closed strict ﬁelds of imperfection
degree e with e commuting Hasse derivations Di = (Di,n )n∈N .
For N ∈ Ne , we will denote DN (x) = D1,n1 ◦ . . . ◦ De,ne (x) and Dω (x) = (DN (x))N ∈Ne .
Note that any separably closed ﬁeld of imperfection degree e (and p-basis b) can be made
into a strict ﬁeld with e commuting Hasse derivations by setting
I(i) I(i)n  I(j)
bi
bj
n

Di,n (bI ) =

j=i

and
Di,n (x) =



m

p
λm
Di,n (bI )
I (x)

I

for any m such that n < pm . For all n > 0, we then have Di,n (bj ) = 1 if i = j and n = 1 and
Di,n (bj ) = 0 otherwise. Such a p-basis is said to be canonical. Conversely, if b is a canonical
p-basis, the Di,n can be expressed as above using b and λ.
Fact 2.7 [30]. The theory SCHp,e eliminates quantiﬁers and imaginaries and is complete.
As noted in [30], the quantiﬁer elimination result can be deduced from quantiﬁer elimination
in SCFp,e . This remains true in the valued setting, as will be seen below.
2.6. Separably closed valued ﬁelds
We now consider a separably closed ﬁeld K of positive characteristic p and ﬁnite imperfection
degree e endowed with a non-trivial valuation val. As is the case for algebraially closed valued
ﬁelds, there is a number of natural languages in which to consider these structures:
•
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the
the

one sorted language Lλdiv,p,e := Ldiv ∪ Lλp,e ;
two sorted language LλΓ,p,e := LΓ ∪ Lλp,e ;
three sorted language LλΓk,p,e := LΓk ∪ Lλp,e ;
leading term language LλRV,p,e := LRV ∪ Lλp,e ;
geometric language LλG,p,e := LG ∪ Lλp,e .

Let SCVFp,e denote the theory of separably closed non-trivially valued ﬁelds of characteristic
p and imperfection degree e (with λ-functions) in either of these languages. Similarly, we deﬁne
D
D
D
D
LD
div,p,e , LΓ,p,e , LΓk,p,e , LRV,p,e and LG,p,e to be the languages with e Hasse derivations and
we denote by SCVHp,e the theory (in any of these languages) of separably closed strict nontrivially valued ﬁelds of imperfection degree e with e commuting Hasse derivations. We will
also denote by SCVF the theory of separably closed non-trivially valued ﬁelds in the language
Ldiv .
Proposition 2.8. Let K be a separably closed non-trivially valued ﬁeld. For all n ∈ N,
Kpn is dense in K. Moreover, if K is ω-saturated, then Kp∞ is dense in K. In particular,
Sn (Kp∞ ) = Sn (K) and Tn (Kp∞ ) = Tn (K) in this case.
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Proof (cf. [11, Lemma 5.2.5 and Remark 5.2.6]). The statement about Kp∞ follows by

compactness and the one about the Sn and Tn is a consequence of Lemma 2.1
In [11], Hong proved that SCVFp,e eliminates quantiﬁers in the language with two sorts.
We now show that his proof generalizes to any of the ﬁve languages we have been considering.
Let us also mention that Hong later proved, in [12], a stronger quantiﬁer elimination result
using ‘parametrized λ-functions’ which also covers the case of separably closed valued ﬁelds of
inﬁnite Ershov invariant.
Proposition 2.9. SCVFp,e eliminates quantiﬁers in the one, two and three sorted
languages, the leading term language as well as in the geometric language.
In the following pages, let L denote any of the ﬁve languages Ldiv , LΓ , LΓk , LRV , and LG
and Lλ = L ∪ Lλp,e the corresponding enrichment with λ-functions (for some ﬁxed p and e).
The proof relies on one main technical tool, λ-resolutions:
Lemma 2.10 [11, Deﬁnition-Proposition 5.2.2]. Let M |= SCVFp,e , A  M be a substructure and X ⊂ VFm be quantiﬁer free Lλ (A)-deﬁnable. There exists n ∈ N such that λn (X) = Y
en
for some quantiﬁer free L(A)-deﬁnable set Y ⊆ VFmp . Such a set Y is called a λ-resolution
of X.
Note that once we know quantiﬁer elimination, all deﬁnable subsets of VFn will have a
λ-resolution.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that λ(x + y) and λ(xy) can be written

as polynomials in λ(x) and λ(y), and that λn is onto.
Lemma 2.11. Let M and N be two non-trivially valued ﬁelds (considered as L-structures),
A  M , f : A → N be an L-embedding and a ∈ VF(M ) be transcendental over VF(A).
Assume that N is |A|+ -saturated and VF(N ) is dense in VF(N ). Then f can be extended to
an L-embedding A(a) → N .
Before giving the proof, we mention that in ACVF, any deﬁnable function from an imaginary
geometric sort to VF has ﬁnite image. This follows, for example, from the fact that there
are uncountable models of ACVF whose imaginary part is countable (along with quantiﬁer
elimination for ACVF). See Lemma 5.3 for a similar argument for SCVF or SCVH.
Proof. By compactness, it suﬃces to prove that for every quantiﬁer free L(A)-deﬁnable set
X such that a ∈ X(M ), f X ∩ VF(N ) = ∅. Since N is non-trivially valued, VF(N ) is a model
of ACVF, and since ACVF eliminates quantiﬁers in L, f X ∩ VF(N ) = ∅. If f X ∩ VF(N )
has non-empty interior, then we conclude by density of VF(N ) in VF(N ). If it has empty
interior, then f X ∩ VF(N ) is ﬁnite and so is X ∩ VF(M ). In particular, it follows that a is
algebraic (in ACVF) over A and hence (by the remark preceding the proof) over VF(A). This
contradicts the fact that a is transcendental over VF(A).

In fact, f (a) can be chosen in any dense subﬁeld K0 of VF(N ).
Corollary 2.12. Let M and N be two non-trivially valued ﬁelds (considered as
L-structures), A  M , f : A → N be an L-embedding. Assume that N is separably closed
and |M |+ -saturated. Let VF(A)  K0  VF(M ) be such that the extension VF(A)  K0 is
separable. Then f can be extended to an L-embedding A(K0 ) → N .
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Proof. First, if K0 is an algebraic extension of VF(A), then, by quantiﬁer elimination in
ACVF, f extends to an L-embedding of A(K0 ) into N (a priori, the image of f is in N , but
because N is separably closed, it is, in fact, in N ). So we may always assume that VF(A) is
separably closed.
By Proposition 2.8, N is dense in N . By compactness and saturation of N , it is enough to
show the result for K0 which is a ﬁnitely generated separable extension of VF(A). Note that
such an extension admits a separating transcendence basis. Using Lemma 2.11, we may thus

conclude by induction on trdeg(K0 /VF(A)).
Proof of Proposition 2.9 (following [11, Proof of 5.2.1, p. 59]). Let M , N be two models
of SCVFp,e , A  M and f : A → N an Lλ -embedding. We have to show, given a ∈ M and
provided N is |M |+ -saturated, that f extends to A(a). By compactness, it suﬃces to show
that for every quantiﬁer free Lλ (A)-deﬁnable set X such that a ∈ X(M ), f X ∩ N = ∅. By
Lemma 2.10, we may assume that X is L(A)-deﬁnable, at the cost of turning a into a ﬁnite tuple
of elements of VF(M ). Note that, because A is closed under λ-functions, that VF(M )/VF(A)
is a separable ﬁeld extension, so we may extend f to an L-embedding M → N by Corollary 2.12.

We then have f (a) ∈ f X ∩ N and that concludes the proof.
Corollary 2.13. Let M |= SCVFp,e . The theory of M is completely determined by the
Ldiv -isomorphism type of Fp [b1 , . . . , be ].
From quantiﬁer elimination (Proposition 2.9), the existence of λ-resolutions and the fact
that ACVFp,p is NIP, we obtain the following result (see [11, Corollary 5.2.13]), which was
ﬁrst shown by Delon.
Corollary 2.14. Any completion of SCVFp,e is NIP.
Similar results hold for SCVHp,e :
Proposition 2.15. SCVHp,e is complete and eliminates quantiﬁers in the one, two and
three sorted languages, the leading term language as well as in the geometric language.
The proof uses the following notion:
Definition 2.16. Let M |= SCVHp,e and A ⊆ M . A p-basis b of M is said to be very
canonical over A if it is a canonical p-basis such that bi ∈ O for all i and the res(bi ) are
algebraically independent over k(A).
Lemma 2.17. Let M |= SCVHp,e and A ⊆ M . If M is |A|+ -saturated, then M admits a
p-basis which is very canonical over A.
Proof. By [30, Corollary 4.2], M has a canonical p-basis. As Di,n (VFp∞ ) = 0 for any n > 0,
if b is a canonical p-basis and a is an e-tuple from VFp∞ (M ), then b + a is also a canonical
p-basis. Since VFp∞ (M ) is dense in VF(M ), for any c ∈ VF(M ), res(c + VFp∞ (M )) = k(M ).
Using |A|+ -saturation, one can ﬁnd a tuple c ∈ k(M ) algebraically independent over k(A) and

a tuple a ∈ VFp∞ such that res(b + a) = c.
Proof of Proposition 2.15. Let us ﬁrst prove quantiﬁer elimination in the leading term
language. Quantiﬁer elimination in the one, two and three sorted languages follow formally. To
be exact, in the case of the three sorted language, a little work is still necessary as there is no
sort for Γ in LRV . But, when doing a back and forth, that can be easily taken care of by lifting
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points in Γ to RV using quantiﬁer elimination in ACVF. We will be using Ziegler’s trick from
[30].
Let ϕ(x) be an LD
RV -formula. As noted above, the Di,n can be expressed in terms of b and λ.
It follows that ϕ(x) is equivalent to an LλRV -formula ψ(x) and that by Proposition 2.9, we may
assume that ψ is quantiﬁer free. Note that, by Corollary 2.13, the formula ψ does not depend
on the actual choice of very canonical p-basis.
The only occurrences of b and λ in ψ are in terms of the form rv( I PI (x)bI ) where the PI
and QI are polynomial in λm (x) for some m ∈ N (provided we rewrite I PI (x)bI = 0 into
rv( I PI (x)bI ) = 0). Applying the Frobenius automorphism m-times, we may assume that
m
m
the PI and QI are polynomials in λm (x)p . But by [30, Lemma 4.3], the λm (x)p can be
expressed as polynomials in the Di,n (x) and b. We may therefore assume that the PI and QI
are polynomials in the Di,n (x).
Taking b to be a very canonical basis over x, the structure generated by x (which we can
do because the choice of very canonical p-basis did not matter so far), we get that




I
PI (x)b
rv(PI (x)) res(b)I .
=
rv
I

I


Moreover, for all tI ∈ rv(x), I tI res(bI ) = 0 if and only if I tI = 0. Therefore, ψ can be
rewritten so that b does not appear in ψ (and the rewriting does not depend on the point x
we are considering). This concludes the proof in the leading term language.
Let us now prove quantiﬁer elimination in the geometric language. Let M and N be
models of SCVHp,e in the geometric language, A  M and f : A → N an LD
G -embedding.
Assume that M is ω-saturated and N is |M |+ saturated. We may assume that VF(A) is
strict. Indeed, by [30, Lemma 2.4], there is a smallest strict extension of VF(A) which is
uniquely determined up to isomorphism — as a ﬁeld extension, it is algebraic and purely
inseparable.
It now follows from [30, Corollary 2.2] that the ﬁeld extension VF(A) ⊆ VF(M ) is separable.
By Corollary 2.12, f extends to an LG -embedding of M into N , so there exists in particular an
LG -embedding g : B := A(VFp∞ (M )) → N extending f . Clearly g(VFp∞ (M )) ⊆ VFp∞ (N ).
Since we have added only absolute constants, g is automatically an LD
G -embedding. As M
is ω-saturated, VFp∞ (M ) is dense in VF(M ) by Proposition 2.8, and so B is generated by
VF(B). We may now use quantiﬁer elimination in the one sorted language to extend g to M .
This concludes the proof in the geometric language.

We will sometimes consider the set of all geometric sorts except the valued ﬁeld sort VF.
We will call these sorts the imaginary geometric sorts and write G im := G \ {VF} = {Γ, k} ∪
{Sn |n  1} ∪ {Tn |n  1}.
Corollary 2.18. Let K |= T and A  K, where T = SCVHGp,e (or T = SCVFGp,e , respectively). Let L = K. Then G im (K) = G im (L), and restriction to K-points determines an
λ
equivalence between the LD
G (A)-deﬁnable sets (the LG (A)-deﬁnable sets, respectively) in the
im
multi-sorted structure G (K) and the LG (A)-deﬁnable sets in G im (L).
Proof. We may assume that T = SCVHGp,e , as the result for SCVFGp,e is a consequence of the
one for SCVHGp,e . By Proposition 2.8, we have G im (K) = G im (L). The statement about deﬁnable
sets follows from quantiﬁer elimination for SCVHp,e in the language LD
G (Proposition 2.15). 
Remark 2.19. (1) Note that in SCVFp,e or SCVHp,e , the ﬁeld of absolute constants is not
stably embedded (although, since VF ⊆ dcl(VFpn ), each of the VFpn is).
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Indeed, let M be an ω-saturated model, a ∈ VF(M ) \ VFp∞ (M ), and let B be the set of
balls in M that contain a. If VFp∞ (M ) were stably embedded, then, by quantiﬁer elimination,
∞
B would be LG (VF
 p (M ))-deﬁnable andby deﬁnable spherical completeness of ACVF, there
would exist c ∈ b∈B b(VFp∞ (M )). But b∈B b(M ) = {a} and a ∈ VFp∞ (M ).
(2) Nevertheless, by quantiﬁer elimination, VFp∞ is a pure algebraically closed valued ﬁeld
in the following (weak) sense: any deﬁnable set in VFp∞ (M ) (including the geometric sorts)
is the intersection of a quantiﬁer free LG (M )-deﬁnable set with (some Cartesian power of)
VFp∞ .
3. Imaginaries and density
3.1. The density theorem
Lemma 3.1. Let V be an irreducible variety deﬁned over K = K
open subvariety U ⊆ V is deﬁned over K.

sep

. Then any K-deﬁnable

Proof. We may suppose that char(K) = p > 0, and we may assume that V is aﬃne and
U = Vf , where f ∈ K[V] = K[V] ⊗K K. So there is some N = pk such that f N ∈ K[V]. Thus,

Vf = Vf N is deﬁned over K.
The valuation topology on powers of a model L of ACVF determines, in the terminology of
[28, 2.11], a topological system (using the language Ldiv ): All polynomials are continuous, and
punctured balls are open. Further, it satisﬁes the assumptions of [28, 2.15], and therefore we
have:
Fact 3.2 [28, 2.18]. In ACVF, a set X ⊆ VFn (L) deﬁnable with parameters is Zariski dense
if and only if it contains a non-empty open ball.
Using Proposition 2.3, we obtain the same result for any smooth variety:
Corollary 3.3. A deﬁnable subset X of a (connected) smooth algebraic variety V in
ACVF is Zariski dense if and only if it contains a non-empty subset which is open in V for the
valuation topology.
Proof. The claim is local, hence we may choose local coordinates as in Proposition 2.3 and
reduce to the case V = VFn . Now the claim follows from Fact 3.2.

Lemma 3.4. If K |= SCVF, and X ⊆ VFn is a semi-algebraic subset deﬁned over K, then
there are absolutely irreducible aﬃne subvarieties Yi of VFn deﬁned over K and Xi ⊆ Yi
given by a Boolean combination of conditions
of the form val(h) > 0, where h is an invertible

regular function on Yi , such that X = i Xi .
Proof. Let J be the set of polynomials F over K such that for some polynomial G, F div G
or G div F occurs in a semi-algebraic deﬁnition of X, and for every subset I of J, let WI be
the locally closed subset of VFn given by


F (x) = 0 ∧
F (x) = 0
F ∈I

F ∈I

For each I, WI is an aﬃne subvariety of VFn , and X ∩ WI is given by a Boolean combination
of polynomial equations and valuative inequalities as in the deﬁnition. Hence, by restricting to
WI , we may assume that X itself was given by such a Boolean combination to begin with.
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Writing X in disjunctive normal form, we present X as a ﬁnite union of deﬁnable sets Xi ,
each the intersection of a (Zariski) locally closed subset Zi with valuative inequalities. Let
Yi be the Zariski closure of Xi (K) in Zi (over K). The irreducible components of Yi are
deﬁned over K, since K-points are dense. Hence, we may assume that each Yi is (absolutely)
irreducible. Then they satisfy the requirements of the claim.

Proposition 3.5 (Hong [11, Theorem 5.3.1]). Let K |= SCVF and X ⊆ VFn (K) be a semialgebraic subset of VFn (K). Let L = K. Then there is a quantiﬁer-free Ldiv (K)-formula ψ(x)
with ψ(K) = X and such that ψ(K) is dense in ψ(L).
Remark 3.6. Actually, Hong states his result only for ℵ1 -saturated K, but it is easy to see
that the result for general K follows from this. We add a full proof for convenience.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we may assume that X is a (non-empty) valuation-open subset of a
variety V over K. Since X is Zariski-dense in V, we may pass to the smooth locus and assume
that V is smooth. By Proposition 2.3, we may now reduce to the case of V = VFd . Indeed,
as K is separably closed, there exists an open cover of V by subvarieties Vi and étale maps
sep
and fi is étale,
fi : Vi → VFd deﬁned over K which are local homeomorphisms. As K = K
d
for every a ∈ Vi (L) one has fi (a) ∈ VF (K) if and only if a ∈ Vi (K). Now VFd (K) is dense

in VFd (L) by Proposition 2.8, and so Vi (K) is dense in Vi (L).
Corollary 3.7. Let K |= SCVF and X be a semi-algebraic subset of VFn (K). Let V be
the Zariski closure of X, and let d = dim(V). Then there is a semi-algebraic subset X of X
and a polynomial map f : X → VFd deﬁned over K which induces a homeomorphism between
X and O d (K).
Proof. The result follows from the proof of Proposition 3.5.



3.2. Elimination of imaginaries in SCVFp,e
In this section, K denotes a suﬃciently saturated and homogeneous model of SCVFp,e , and
L := K its algebraic closure, so a model of ACVFp,p . We consider L in the language LG , and
K in the language LλG,p,e . In K, acleq etc. refers to SCVFeq
p,e .
Lemma 3.8. (1) Any automorphism of K (uniquely) lifts to an automorphism of L. In
particular, if a, b ∈ G(K) and b ∈ dclACVFp,p (a), then b ∈ dclSCVFp,e (a).
(2) For every tuple a ∈ G(L), there is a tuple a ∈ G(K) such that dclACVFp,p (a) =
dclACVFp,p (a ).
(3) In the structure K, ﬁnite sets are coded, that is, for every {a1 , . . . , an } ⊆ G(K), there
is b ∈ G(K) which is interdeﬁnable in K eq with {a1 , . . . , an }.
Proof. (1) is clear. To prove (2), note that Sn (K) = Sn (L) and Tn (K) = Tn (L) for every
n  1. So it is enough to show (2) for elements of the ﬁeld sort. But for any a ∈ L there is m
m
m
such that ap ∈ K, and a and ap are interdeﬁnable.
(3) By elimination of imaginaries in ACVFp,p down to the geometric sorts, it follows that
ﬁnite subsets of G(L) are coded in G(L). We ﬁnish combining (2) and (1).

Theorem 3.9. The theory SCVFp,e eliminates imaginaries down to the geometric sorts.
Proof. Let X be a deﬁnable set and A contain G(X). We have to prove that X can be
deﬁned over A. Since, by Lemma 3.8, ﬁnite sets are coded, it is enough to show that X is
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weakly coded, so we may assume that A is algebraically closed. Also, because VF is dominant,
we may assume that X is a subset of some Cartesian power of VF. Let K0 := VF(A). Since
K0 is closed under λ-functions and relatively algebraically closed in K, the extension K/K0 is
regular.
By Lemma 2.10, there exists an n such that λn (X) = ψ(K) where ψ is a quantiﬁer free
Ldiv (K)-formula. As λ is injective and ∅-deﬁnable it follows that ﬁnding a (weak) code for
λn (X) is equivalent to ﬁnding one for X, so we may assume that X = ψ(K) for some quantiﬁer
free Ldiv (K)-formula ψ(x). Moreover, by Proposition 3.5, we may assume that X is dense in
Y := ψ(L).
Zar
Let V = X . Then V is K0 -deﬁnable, by the existence of a smallest ﬁeld of deﬁnition of
V. Moreover, Y ⊆ V(L). We proceed by induction on dim(V). Since V(K) is Zariski-dense
in V(L) and the extension K/K0 is regular, the (absolute) irreducible components V1 , . . . , Vl
of V are deﬁned over K0 . Hence, encoding Vi (K) ∩ X one by one, we may assume that
K
V is absolutely irreducible. It obviously suﬃces to encode clK
val (X) and clval (X) \ X, where
K
K
n
clval (X) denotes the valuative closure of X in VF (K). But clval (X) \ X ⊆ clL
val (Y) \ Y, a
subset of V(L) which has empty interior (in V(L)), so, by Corollary 3.3, clK
val (X) \ X
Zar

Zar

⊆

\Y
is a strict subvariety of V. By induction
\ X is A-deﬁnable. It follows
that we may assume X valuatively closed in V(K).
 = clL (Y) = clL (X) is also deﬁnable by a quantiﬁer free Ldiv (K)-formula, say
The set Y
val
val
 and one has ψ(K)


by ψ,
= clK
val (X) = X. By elimination of imaginaries in ACVF (Fact 2.5), Y

is deﬁnable over some e ∈ G(Y) and, by Lemma 3.8, we may assume that e ∈ G(K). Clearly
X is LG -deﬁnable over e (in K) so there only remains to show that e ∈ X. Let σ be an
automorphism of K that stabilizes X globally, then the (unique) extension of σ to L must


stabilize clL
val (X) = Y and hence ﬁxes e. So e ∈ X.

clL
val (Y)

clK
val (X)

4. Imaginaries, deﬁnable types and dense pairs
4.1. Quantiﬁer elimination in dense pairs of valued ﬁelds
Much of the following is inspired by work of Delon [5].
4.1.1. The pure ﬁeld case. Let LP denote the language Lring ∪ {F, ldn , n,i | n ∈
N>0 and 0 < i  n} where F is a new unary predicate, the ldn are new n-ary predicate symbols
and the n,i are new n + 1-ary function symbols. Note that, for this section, the ﬁeld sort will
be denoted by K and not by VF, as it is not valued. Let TP be the LP -theory of pairs of
ﬁelds, with F deﬁning the smaller ﬁeld, and where ldn (y1 , . . . , yn ) holds if and only if the yi
are linearly independent over F and if ldn (y) ∧ ¬ldn+1 (x, y) holds then x = i n,i (x, y)yi ,
where n,i (x, y) ∈ F (otherwise, set n,i = 0).
ld
When A is a ﬁeld, we will denote linear disjointness over A by | A .
One can easily check the following two facts.
Lemma 4.1. Let M |= TP and A ⊆ M . Then A  M if and only if A is a subring, F(A) is
ld
a ﬁeld and A | F(A) F(M ).
Proof. First of all, A is an Lring -substructure of M if and only if it is a subring.
Let us now assume A is closed under the functions n,i . Note that, if x ∈ F, 1,1 (1, x) = x−1
and hence F(A) is a ﬁeld. Now, let a ∈ A be a tuple. If a is not linearly independent over
F(M ), we may assume that a0 = i>0 ci ai where the (ai )i>0 are linearly independent over
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F(M ). Then ci = n,i (a) ∈ F(A) and hence the tuple a is not linearly independent over F(A).
ld
We have just proved that A | F(A) F(M ).
ld

Conversely, assume that F(A) is a ﬁeld and A | F(A) F(M ). We have to show that A is closed
under the n,i functions. Let a be a tuple in A such that (ai )i>0 is linearly independent over
F(M ) and a0 = i>0 n,i (a)ai . By hypothesis, the tuple a is not linearly independent over F(A)
either and (because F(A) is a ﬁeld) there exist elements ci ∈ F(A) such that a0 = i>0 ci ai .

Since the (ai )i>0 are linearly independent, we have n,i (a) = ci ∈ F(A).
Lemma 4.2. Let Mi |= TP , Ai  Mi for i = 1, 2, f : A1 → A2 an Lring -isomorphism such
that f (F(A1 )) = F(A2 ). Then f is in fact an LP -isomorphism.
Proof. We have to check that f respects the predicates ldn and the functions n,i . First let
a ∈ A1 be a tuple. The tuple a is linearly dependent over F(M1 ) if and only if it is linearly
dependent over F(A1 ), that is, there exist λi ∈ F(A1 ) such that
i λi ai = 0. Equivalently,
f ( i λi ai ) = i f (λi )f (ai ) = 0 and the tuple f (a) is linearly dependent over F(M2 ). By
symmetry, we also have that if f (a) is linearly dependent over F(M2 ), then a is linearly
dependent over F(M1 ). Hence f respects ldn .
Let us now assume that a is linearly independent over F(M1 ) and that c = i n,i (c, a)ai .
Then f (c) = f ( i n,i (c, a)ai ) = i f ( n,i (c, a))f (ai ). Moreover, the tuple (c, a) is linearly
dependent over F(M1 ) but a is not and hence (f (c), f (a)) is linearly dependent over F(M2 )
but f (a) is not. Therefore, f (c) = i n,i (f (c), f (a))f (ai ) and by uniqueness of the coeﬃcient
in a decomposition of f (c) in the basis f (a), we obtain that f ( n,i (c, a)) = n,i (f (c), f (a)). 
Lemma 4.3. Let Mi |= TP , Ai  Mi for i = 1, 2, f : A1 → A2 an LP -isomorphism. Then
Frac(Ai )  Mi , F(Frac(Ai )) = F(Ai ) and f extends to a unique LP -isomorphism between
Frac(A1 ) and Frac(A2 ).
ld

Proof. One checks, by clearing the denominators, that Frac(Ai ) | F(A ) F(Mi ) and thus
i

that F(Frac(Ai )) = F(Ai ). Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 now allow us to conclude.
Lemma 4.4. Let Mi |= TP , Ai  Mi , F(Ai ) Lring Ci Lring F(Mi ) for i = 1, 2, f : A1 →
A2 an LP -isomorphism and g : C1 → C2 an Lring -isomorphism such that g F(A1 ) = f F(A ) .
1
Assume that Ai and Ci are ﬁelds, then Ai Ci  Mi , F(Ai Ci ) = Ci and there is a unique
LP -isomorphism h : A1 C1 → A2 C2 extending f and g.
Proof. As Ai |

ld
F(Ai )

F(Mi ) and Ci  F(Mi ), we have Ai Ci |
ld
F(Ai )

ld
Ci

F(Mi ). It follows that

F(Mi ), it follows that Ai Ci
F(Ai Ci ) = Ci and, by Lemma 4.1, that Ai Ci  Mi . As Ai |
is isomorphic as a ring to Ai ⊗F(Ai ) Ci and hence there exists a unique ring isomorphism

h : A1 C1 → A2 C2 extending f and g. By Lemma 4.2, h is in fact an LP -isomorphism.
Lemma 4.5. Let Mi |= TP , Ai  Mi for i = 1, 2 and f : A1 → A2 an LP -isomorphism.
Assume Ai is a ﬁeld and the extension F(Ai ) ⊆ F(Mi ) is regular, then Ai ∩ Mi  Mi ,
F(Ai ∩ Mi ) = F(Ai ) and any ﬁeld isomorphism g : A1 ∩ M1 → A2 ∩ M2 extending f is an
LP -isomorphism.
Proof.

ld
F(Mi ) and
F(Ai )
ld
Ai | A Ai F(Mi ). By
i

We have Ai |

also regular, that is,

F(Ai ) ⊆ F(Mi ) regular hence Ai ⊆ Ai F(Mi ) is
transitivity of linear disjointness, we obtain that
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ld

Ai | F(A ) F(Mi ) and hence Ai ∩ Mi | F(A ) F(Mi ). In particular, we have F(Ai ∩ Mi ) =
i
i

F(Ai ) and we may conclude using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
Lemma 4.6. Let Mi |= TP , Ai  Mi , ci ∈ Mi for i = 1, 2 and f : A1 → A2 an
LP -isomorphism. Assume Ai is a ﬁeld and ci transcendental over Ai F(Mi ), then Ai (ci )  Mi ,
F(Ai (ci )) = F(Ai ) and there exists an LP -isomorphism g : A1 (c1 ) → A2 (c2 ) extending f and
sending c1 to c2 .
Proof. We have that f extends to a ring isomorphism g on A1 (c1 ) sending c1 to
c2 . Moreover, Ai (ci ) is algebraically independent from Ai F(Mi ) over Ai . As Ai ⊆ Ai (ci )
ld
ld
is regular, Ai (ci ) | A Ai F(Mi ). Since Ai | F(A ) F(Mi ), by transitivity, it follows that
ld

i

i

Ai (ci ) | F(A ) F(Mi ). In particular, F(Ai (ci )) = F(Ai ) and, by Lemma 4.2, g is in fact an
i

LP -isomorphism.
We can now prove a slightly improved version of [5, Theorem 1]. Let TP := TP ∪ ACF ∪ {[K :
F]  n | n ∈ N}.
Theorem 4.7. The theory TP resplendently eliminates quantiﬁers relative to F; that is, for


T which eliminates quantiﬁers, the LP ∪ L-theory
every language L ⊇ Lring and every L-theory

F
F
T := TP ∪ T eliminates quantiﬁers where T is the relativization of T to F.
P

 Note that an L -isomorphism is an
Proof. Let us denote by LP the language LP ∪ L.
P

LP -isomorphism that restricts to an L-isomorphism on F.
Let M and N be models of TP , A  M and f : A → N an LP -embedding. Assume that N
is |M |+ -saturated. We have to show that f extends to M . By Lemma 4.3, we may assume that

A is a ﬁeld. Since F(Frac(A)) = F(A), this new embedding is an L-embedding.
By quantiﬁer
elimination in T, we can extend f |F(A) to g : F(M ) → F(N ) and by Lemma 4.4, we may assume
that F(M ) ⊆ A. As T eliminates quantiﬁers, f (F(M )) L F(N ) and this extension is regular.
Applying Lemma 4.5, we may assume that A is algebraically closed.
Claim 4.7.1. The transcendence degree of N over F(N ) is larger than |M |.
Proof. By compactness and saturation, this follows from the fact that N is an inﬁnite
extension of F(N ).

Let c ∈ M be transcendental over A and d ∈ N be transcendental over f (A)F(N ). Then, by
Lemma 4.6, f extends to an LP -embedding g : A(c) → N sending c to d. Moreover, g |F = f |F

and hence g is also an L-embedding.
Now, by Lemma 4.5, g extends to an LP -embedding on
A(c). Repeating this last step suﬃciently many times, we obtain an LP -embedding of M into
N.

4.1.2. The valued case. We now want to extend the previous results to the setting of dense
pairs of valued ﬁelds.
Let LP,val := LP ∪ LRV . We will consider the LP,val -theory
TP,val := TP ∪ {VF is a valued ﬁeld and F ⊆ VF is dense}.
In any model M |= TP,val , by density of the pair F(M ) ⊆ VF(M ), we have rv(VF(M )) =
rv(F(M )). We deﬁne FRV := F ∪ RV.
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Lemma 4.8. Let Mi |= TP,val , Ai  Mi for i = 1, 2 and f : A1 → A2 an LP,val -isomorphism.
Then f extends to an LP,val -isomorphism between A1 (Frac(VF(A1 ))) and A2 (Frac(VF(A2 ))).
Proof.
By quantiﬁer elimination in LRV , f extends to an LRV -isomorphism
g : A1 (Frac(VF(A1 ))) → A2 (Frac(VF(A2 ))). By Lemma 4.3, g|VF is an LP -isomorphism. 
Lemma 4.9. Let Mi |= TP,val , Ai  Mi , FRV (Ai ) LRV Ci LRV FRV (Mi ) for i = 1, 2,
LP,val -isomorphism and g : C1 → C2 an LRV -isomorphism such that
f : A1 → A2 an

g FRV (A1 ) = f FRV (A ) . Moreover, assume that for all a ∈ VF(Ai ) \ VF(Ci ), there is a Cauchy
1

f (a)

sequence (caα ) in VF(Ci ) converging to a (in VF(Ai (Ci ))) and such that g(caα ) = cα .
Assume that VF(Ai ) and VF(Ci ) are ﬁelds. Then there exists a unique LP,val -isomorphism
h : A1 (C1 ) → A2 (C2 ) extending f and g.
Proof. Our assumptions imply that VF(Ci ) is dense in VF(Ai (Ci )). By Lemma 4.4, there
exists a unique LP -isomorphism h : VF(A1 (C1 )) → VF(A2 (C2 )) extending f |VF and g|VF .
We extend it to RV by setting h|RV := g|RV . Note that, by density, RV(Ai (Ci )) = RV(Ci ).
We have to check that h preserves rv. Let us assume that all (caα ) are indexed by the
same ordinal (the coﬁnality of val(VF(Ci ) )). Let P (X) ∈ C1 [X] and a ∈ VF(A1 )|X| . If
P (a) = 0, then h(P (a)) = 0 and rv(h(P (a))) = ∞ = h(rv(P (a))). Thus, we may assume that
P (a) = 0 and P g (f (a)) = 0. Since val(a − caα ) is coﬁnal in val(VF(A1 (C1 ))) and P (caα ) =
P (a) + I=0 (caα − a)I PI (a), for large enough α, one has rv(P (a)) = rv(P (caα )). As g is
f (a)

f (a)

an LRV -isomorphism, g(rv(P (caα ))) = rv(P g (cα )). Similarly, rv(P g (cα
rv(h(P (a))). Hence, h(rv(P (a))) = g(rv(P (caα ))) = rv(h(P (a))).

)) = rv(P g (f (a))) =


Corollary 4.10. Let Mi |= TP,val , Ai  Mi , FRV (Ai ) LRV Ci LRV FRV (Mi ) for
i=
 1, 2, f : A1 → A2 an LP,val -isomorphism and g : C1 → C2 an LRV -isomorphism such that
.
g FRV (A ) = f  RV
1

F

(A1 )

Assume that F(Ai ) is dense in VF(Ai ), val(VF(Ai ) ) is a coﬁnal subset of val(VF(Ai (Ci )) )
and that VF(Ai ) and VF(Ci ) are ﬁelds. Then there exists a unique LP,val -isomorphism h :
A1 (C1 ) → A2 (C2 ) extending f and g.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.9. Indeed, for all a ∈ A1 \ C1 , let
caα be Cauchy sequence in F(A1 ) converging to a in VF(A1 ) (and hence in VF(A1 (C1 )) by
f (a)
coﬁnality) and deﬁne cα to be equal to f (caα ). Now, Lemma 4.9 applies.

Let L be an RV-enrichment of LRV and T be an L-theory of valued ﬁelds that eliminates
quantiﬁers. The main two examples are ACVF and theories of equicharacteristic zero Henselian
ﬁelds Morleyized on RV. As always, the present results remain true in mixed characteristic
provided LRV is understood as the language of higher order leading terms, that is, with sorts

which
for RVn := VF/(1 + nm) for all n ∈ N. Let L ⊇ L be a language and T be an L-theory
eliminates quantiﬁers. We will now consider the theory
TP,val := TP,val ∪ T ∪ TF

RV

∪ {[VF : F]  n | n ∈ N}.

We will be denoting by B the (interpretable) set of open balls.
Theorem 4.11. Assume that:
(1) for all M |= TP,val , A  F(M ) and tuples b1 , b2 ∈ B(M ): If b1 ≡M
L(A) b2 , then
F(M )

b1 ≡L(A)
b2 ;
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(2) for every A  F(M ) |= T with M suﬃciently saturated with respect to |A|, CA := {x ∈

VF(M ) | the L-structure
and the L-structure generated by Ax are equal} is dense in
VF(M ).
Then TP,val eliminates quantiﬁers. In particular, if M |= TP,val , then F(M ) is stably embedded

in M with induced structure given by L.
Proof. Let M and N be models of TP,val , A  M and f : A → N an LP,val -embedding,
 Assume that N is |M |+ -saturated. We have to show that f extends
where LP,val := LP,val ∪ L.
to M . By Lemma 4.8, we may assume that VF(A) is a ﬁeld.
Claim 4.11.1. At the cost of enlarging M (without changing its cardinality) and A  M ,
we may assume that F(A) is dense in VF(A) and val(VF(A) ) is coﬁnal in val(M  ).
Proof. Let M  be some suﬃciently saturated extension of M . Let κ := |VF(A)| and (ai )i∈κ
be an enumeration of VF(A).
By induction on (n, i) ∈ ω × κ (ordered lexicographically), we will construct
(i) a sequence (en,i )n∈ω,i∈κ in F(M  );
(ii) an increasing chain (Mn,i )n∈ω,i∈κ of elementary substructures of M  containing M ;
(iii) an increasing chain of LP,val -embeddings fn,i : An,i → N extending f , where An,i is the
structure generated by A ∪ {em,j | (m, j)  (n, i)},
satisfying the following conditions for all (n, i) ∈ ω × κ:
(i) |Mn,i | = |M |;
(ii) en,i ∈ Mn,i ;


), where M<(n,i) := M ∪ (n ,i )<(n,i) Mn ,i .
(iii) val(en,i − ai ) > val(M<(n,i)
We will denote the image of f by C and that of fn,i by Cn,i .
Let us ﬁrst construct e0,0 , M0,0 and f0,0 . By saturation of M  , and Hypothesis 2, we ﬁnd

and the L-structure
e0,0 ∈ F(M  ) such that val(e0,0 − a0 ) > Γ(M ) \ {∞} and the L-structure
generated by F(A)e0,0 are equal. We also ﬁnd an elementary submodel M0,0 of M  of cardinality
|M | containing M (e0,0 ). Let us now show that we may extend f to e0,0 .

Note that Hypothesis 1 implies that if η : A → N is an L-isomorphism
between subsets of
F and ρ is an extension of η to some tuple of balls b, which is an L-embedding, then there

exists an L-embedding
extending η and sending b to ρ(b). Indeed, by quantiﬁer elimination

 η −1 can be extended to an L-embedding
i deﬁned at ρ(b). Then i ◦ ρ ﬁxes A. So
in L,

applying Hypothesis 1 to b and i(ρ(b)), we get that there exists an L-embedding
j ﬁxing
−1

A and sending b to i(ρ(b)). Then h := i ◦ j is an L-embedding extending η and sending b
to ρ(b).
Let us now come back to our previous notations. By quantiﬁer elimination in T , f
extends to an elementary L-embedding g : M0,0 → N . By the previous paragraph and

quantiﬁer elimination in T, there exists an L-embedding
h : F(M0,0 ) → F(N ) extending f |F
such that h|B(M0,0 ) = g|B(M0,0 ) . Let c0,0 = h(e0,0 ) ∈ F(N ). By construction, we have that
tpL(c0,0 /F(C)) = f tpL(e0,0 /F(A)).
Let d ∈ M , γ := rv(e0,0 − d) and b := {x | rv(x − d) = γ}. We have e0,0 ∈ b ∈ B(M0,0 )
and hence c0,0 ∈ h(b) = g(b) = {x | rv(x − g(d)) = g(γ)}. It follows that rv(c0,0 − g(d)) =
g(rv(e0,0 − d)). In particular, val(c0,0 − f (a0 )) > Γ(M ) \ {∞} and hence for all non-zero
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polynomials P =

i

g(di )X i ∈ VF(g(M ))[X], letting i0 = min{i | g(di ) = 0}, we have

rv(P (c0,0 − f (a0 ))) = rv(g(di0 )) · rv(c0,0 − f (a0 ))i0
= g(rv(di0 (e0,0 − a0 )i0 ) = g(rv(P (e0,0 − a0 ))).
It follows (since g is an L-isomorphism) that tpL (c0,0 /g(M )) = g tpL (e0,0 /M ). In particular,
tpL (c0,0 /C) = f tpL (e0,0 /A).
Let f0,0 be an L-embedding extending f to A(e0,0 ) and sending e0,0 to c0,0 . Then f0,0 |F is


an L-embedding
(remember that the L-structure
and the L-structure generated by F(A)e0,0
are equal). Finally, by Lemma 4.4, f0,0 is also an LP -embedding.
Now let (n, i) > (0, 0) be given, and assume that em,j , Mm,j as well as fm,j have been
constructed for all (m, j) < (n, i) satisfying the above. We may then construct en,i , Mn,i and
fn,i in the exact
 same way. In the argument above,
 it is enough to replace M by M<(n,i) , A
by A<(n,i) = (m,j)<(n,i) Am,j and f by f<(n,i) = (m,j)<(n,i) fm,j .
We deﬁne f<(ω,κ) , M<(ω,κ) and A<(ω,κ)  M<(ω,κ) similarly. It is easy to check that

) and, as the (en,i )n∈ω are Cauchy sequences whose
val(F(A<(ω,κ) )) is coﬁnal in val(M<(ω,κ)
limit is ai in VF(A<(ω,κ) ), that F(A<(ω,κ) ) is dense in VF(A<(ω,κ) ).

We can now apply Corollary 4.10 to extend f to all of F(M ) and we may assume that F(A) =
F(M ). We may now extend f to the relative algebraic closure of A in M using Lemma 4.5 and
quantiﬁer elimination in T .
Claim 4.11.2. Any ball from N has transcendence degree larger or equal to |M |+ over
F(N ).
Proof. It suﬃces to prove the claim for O and, in that case, it is an easy consequence of
Claim 4.7.1.

Now let a ∈ M \ A, then a ∈ VF(M ), and a is transcendental over VF(A). Let (aα ) be a
Cauchy sequence in A converging to a. Note that val(a − aα ) is coﬁnal in Γ(M ). Let b be
a ball in N that only contains pseudo-limits of the sequence (f (aα )). By Claim 4.11.2, we
can ﬁnd a point c ∈ b which is transcendental over VF(f (A))F(N ). Let P ∈ VF(A)[X], then
v(P (a)) < ∞ and for large enough α, rv(P (a)) = rv(P (aα )) (cf. the proof of Lemma 4.9).
Similarly, rv(P f (c)) = rv(P f (f (aα ))) = f (rv(P (a))). It follows that f can be extended to an
L-embedding sending a to c. By Lemma 4.6, this extension is an LP,val -embedding. Repeating
these last two steps we can extend f to M .

Remark 4.12. The hypotheses of Theorem 4.11 are veriﬁed in the following two cases.
• If T = T , Hypothesis 1 follows immediately from the fact that L = L and the fact that
F(M ) L M . Hypothesis 2 is trivial in this case as L = L. The previous result therefore applies
to dense elementary extensions of characteristic zero Henselian ﬁelds.
• Let T = ACVFp,p and T = SCVHp,e (or SCVFp,e , respectively). Hypothesis 1 follows from
M
the fact that if b1 ≡M
LRV (A) b2 for b1 , b2 ∈ B(M ) = B(F(M )) and A  F(M ) then b1 ≡LG (A) b2
F(M )

(since the additional sorts in LG are interpretable) and thus b1 ≡LD
LλG,p,e )

G,p,e (A)

b2 (similarly for

by Corollary 2.18.
Hypothesis 2 follows from the fact that for all A, F(M )p∞ ⊆ CA and F(M )p∞ is dense in
F(M ), a ﬁeld which is dense in VF(M ) by assumption.
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4.2. Dense pairs (ACVF, SCVF)
We will now focus on the case T = ACVFGp,p and T = SCVHGp,e (there are similar corollaries
in the case T = SCVFGp,e ). Note that the geometric language does not exactly ﬁt in the setting
of the previous section (since there are additional geometric sorts), but for the results that we
are giving here the precise language in which we are working is completely immaterial.
Corollary 4.13. In models of TP,val , Γ is stably embedded and a pure divisible ordered
Abelian group and k is stably embedded and a pure algebraically closed ﬁeld.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.11 that RV is stably embedded in models of TP,val and
that its structure is the structure induced by ACVF. Stable embeddedness and purity of Γ and
k now follow from the equivalent result in ACVF.

Corollary 4.14. The theory TP,val is complete.
Proof. The ﬁeld Fp can be embedded, as a subset of F, in every model of TP,val .
Completeness follows from Theorem 4.11.

Lemma 4.15. Let K |= SCVF. The following are equivalent:
(i) K does not admit any separable immediate valued ﬁeld extension, that is, K is separably
maximally complete;
(ii) K does not admit any immediate valued ﬁeld extension, that is, K is maximally
complete.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst prove that (i) implies (ii). Let K ⊆ L be a proper immediate extension.
We may assume that L = K(t), where t is a transcendental element over K. But then K(t)/K
is immediate (and separable of course).
Conversely, assume that K has a proper immediate separable extension. As K is separably
closed, this cannot be an algebraic extension and we may thus assume it is of the form K(t)
with t transcendental. As Γ(K) = Γ(K(t)) is divisible and k(K) = k(K(t)) is algebraically
closed, the algebraic extension K(t)/K(t) is immediate, and so K(t) is a proper immediate

extension of K.
Proposition 4.16. The theory TP,val admits a model M such that Γ(M ) = R and VF(M )
is maximally complete.
Proof. Let (xα )α∈2ℵ0 be a linear basis of R over Q. Let L0 := Fp (ti )1ie be trivially
−∞
valued and L1 := L0 (xpα : α ∈ 2ℵ0 ) be equipped with the unique valuation such that
sep
is a separably closed ﬁeld of characteristic p and Ershov
val(xα ) = xα . Then L2 := L1
invariant e and so is any separable separably maximally complete immediate extension L ⊇ L2 .
The pair (L, L) is dense and val(L) = Q ⊗ xα α∈2ℵ0 = R. Then L can be endowed with Hasse
derivations so that (L, L) |= TP,val .
Moreover, by Lemma 4.15, L is maximally complete.

4.3. Imaginaries in SCVHp,e
We begin with a review of some results from [23, 24]. Consider an arbitrary complete theory
T , and a ﬁxed universal domain M. As usual, for a deﬁnable set X over parameters, we denote
by acl(X) the set of elements of M whose orbit under the (set-wise) stabilizer of X(M) in
Aut(M) is ﬁnite. We will use the following criterion for elimination of imaginaries:
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Proposition 4.17 [23, Proposition 10.1]. Assume that every non-empty deﬁnable set X
in a theory T contains an acl(X)-invariant global type. Then T admits weak elimination of
imaginaries.
In fact, it suﬃces to consider sets X in (powers of) a dominant sort.
While the above criterion holds with invariant types, we will actually show the existence of
a deﬁnable type in X. This is shown in several steps. The following result from [23] produces
an ACVF-type consistent with a given deﬁnable set in a suitable expansion, deﬁnable in that
expansion:
Proposition 4.18 [23, Proposition 9.6]. Let T ⊇ ACVFG be a theory in a countable
 such that
language L,
(1) T eliminates imaginaries;
(2) k and Γ are stably embedded;
(3) the induced theories on k and Γeq eliminate ∃∞ .
 = acl  (A)
 ⊆N
 |= T and let X be a non-empty strict pro-A-deﬁnable

Let A
set of VF elements.
T
G

(in T).
Then there exists a global ACVF -type p consistent with X, which is A-deﬁnable
To replace deﬁnability in T with deﬁnability in ACVFG , we will use the following result. We
recall that a subset A of a structure M is uniformly stably embedded if for every formula ϕ(x, y)
there is a formula ψ(x, z) such that for every m ∈ M there is a ∈ A such that ϕ(A, m) = ψ(A, a).
We have:
Proposition 4.19 [24, Corollary 1.7]. Let T be an NIP L-theory that eliminates imagi
naries. Let T ⊇ T be a complete L-theory
that also eliminates imaginaries. Suppose that there



exists M |= T such that M |L is uniformly stably embedded in every elementary extension. Let
 |= T, A
 = dcl  (A)
 ⊆N
 and p be a global L-type. If p is A-deﬁnable

N
in T, then it is in fact
T

A|L -deﬁnable in T .
eq
We now go back to our context. We set T = ACVFGp,p and T = (TP,val ) . Combining the
last two results, we obtain:

Corollary 4.20. Let X be a non-empty strict pro-deﬁnable set of VF elements in TP,val
(over parameters), and let A = G(acl(TP,val )eq (X)). Then there is a global ACVFGp,p -type p,
A-deﬁnable in ACVFGp,p and consistent with X.

 be the algebraic closure of the code of X in T = (T )eq . Corollary 4.13
Proof. Let A
P,val

shows that the hypothesis of Proposition 4.18 holds, and therefore provides us with an A
deﬁnable (in T ) global T -type p, consistent with X. Now, by [23, Corollary A.7], the model
provided by Proposition 4.16 satisﬁes the condition in Proposition 4.19, and Corollary 4.14
shows that TP,val (hence T) is complete, so Proposition 4.19 applies to show that p is deﬁnable
 = A.
in T over G(A)

Recall that if a is an element of a model of SCVHp,e , we denote by Dω (a) the inﬁnite tuple
obtained by applying the derivations to a. If p(x) is a (partial) type in the ﬁeld sort of SCVHp,e ,
we let ∇(p) be the pro-deﬁnable set in the language of ACVF determined by the condition:
Dω (a) |= ∇(p) if and only if a |= p for all tuples a in a model of SCVHp,e (in other words, ∇(p)
is the prolongation of p).
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If X is a deﬁnable set in SCVHp,e (in some VFn ), then its image Dω (X) is a strict prodeﬁnable set over the same parameters, and for all types p of SCVHp,e , p is consistent with
X if and only if ∇(p) is consistent with Dω (X). Furthermore, any complete ACVFp,p -type
consistent with Dω (X) is of the form ∇(p) for a complete SCVFp,e type in X over the same
parameters. Thus, ∇ provides a bijection between complete SCVHp,e -types consistent with X
and complete ACVFp,p -types consistent with Dω (X) over the same parameters.
 -deﬁnable. Let A = acl(X). Then,
 |= SCVHGp,e and X ⊆ VFn be N
Theorem 4.21. Let N
there exists an A-deﬁnable type p such that p(x)  x ∈ X.
 is suﬃciently saturated and let N denote its algebraic closure.
Proof. Let us assume that N
 ) |= T . Replacing X with Dω (X) as above, it suﬃces to ﬁnd an AThen NP := (N, N
P,val
deﬁnable ACVFp,p -type p.
(X). According to Corollary 4.20, X contains an ACVFGp,p -type p deﬁnable
Let B = acleq
L
P,val
over G(B). To complete the proof, it remains to show that G(B) is contained in dclN (A). To
 ⊆ A. This latter inclusion
establish this, by Lemma 3.8(2) it is enough to show that G(B) ∩ N

follows from the fact that N is stably embedded in NP as a pure model of SCVHGp,e (by
Theorem 4.11).

Let again T be an arbitrary theory. In case T eliminates imaginaries, the condition in
Proposition 4.17 can be viewed as asserting the density of invariant types in the space of
types over acl(X). Applying compactness, one obtains:
Proposition 4.22 [23, Proposition 10.2]. For a theory T = T eq and a set of parameters A,
the following are equivalent.
(1) Every A-deﬁnable set contains an A-invariant type.
(2) (the invariant extension property over A) Every type over A extends to a global
A-invariant type.
Combining everything, we obtain:
Corollary 4.23. The theory SCVHGp,e eliminates imaginaries and has the invariant
extension property, that is, every type over an algebraically closed set of parameters has a
global invariant extension.
Proof. Weak elimination of imaginaries follows from Theorem 4.21 using Proposition 4.17.
Finite sets are coded by Lemma 3.8. Elimination of imaginaries follows.
The invariant extension property follows again from the same theorem using Proposition 4.22.

Remark 4.24. When a theory T is NIP and eliminates imaginaries, as is the case
for SCVHGp,e , the invariant extension property has various model-theoretic consequences
(cf. [16, Proposition 2.11]).
• Lascar strong type, Kim–Pillay strong type and strong type coincide. That is, over an
algebraically closed set A, two points have the same type if and only if there exists a model
containing A over which they have the same type.
• Every algebraically closed set is an extension base and thus, by [2], forking coincides with
dividing in T .
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In fact, since non-forking types are Lascar invariant in NIP theories, the invariant extension
property is equivalent to the conjunction of the above two conditions.

5. Algebraic and deﬁnable closure
In this section, we wish to describe the algebraic and deﬁnable closure in SCVFp,e and SCVHp,e .
Our main result is that they are no larger than what could be expected: they are the (relative)
algebraic and deﬁnable closure in ACVF of the structure generated by the parameters. We
will denote by Aλ (respectively, AD ) the LλG,p,e -structure (respectively, LD
G,p,e -structure)
generated by A.
Lemma 5.1. Let M |= SCVFp,e and A  VF(M ) (in Lλdiv,p,e ). Then
VF(acl(A)) ⊆ A.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst assume that val(A) = 0. Since A is closed under λ-functions, the extension
sep
A ⊆ VF(M ) is separable and, as VF(M ) is separably closed, A ⊆ M . As A contains a p-basis
sep
sep
and VF(M ) have the same imperfection degree and hence A |= SCVFp,e .
of VF(M ), A
sep
By model completeness, VF(acl(A)) ⊆ A ⊆ A.
Now, if val(A) = 0, assume that M is suﬃciently saturated and let c ∈ VFp∞ (M ) be
transcendental over VF(acl(A)) and have positive valuation. By the previous paragraph,
VF(acl(A)) ⊆ VF(Acλ ) = A(c). Let a ∈ VF(acl(A)) ⊆ A(c). By construction, c ∈ A(a) and

hence a ∈ A.
A similar argument allows us to reduce the study of aclSCVHp,e on the ﬁeld sort to the above
result.
Lemma 5.2. Let M |= SCVHp,e and A  VF(M ) (in LD
div,p,e ). Then
VF(acl(A)) ⊆ A.
Proof. Let b be a canonical p-basis of VF(M ) with trdeg(b/VF(acl(A))) = e (for example,
b is a very canonical p-basis over VF(acl(A))). As the Di,n (x) can be expressed as polynomials
in λ(x) and b, it follows that VF(acl(Ab)) ⊆ VF(aclSCVFp,e (A)) ⊆ Aλ . The last inclusion is
proved in Lemma 5.1. Moreover, by [30, Lemma 4.3], λ(x)p can be expressed as a polynomial
in D(x) and b and hence Aλ ⊆ AbD = A(b). Let a ∈ VF(acl(A)) ⊆ A(b). By construction,

the tuple b is algebraically independent from a over A and hence a ∈ A.
Lemma 5.3. Let T = SCVFGp,e or T = SCVHGp,e , M |= T and A  M . Then
VF(acl(A)) = VF(acl(VF(A))) = VF(A) ∩ M.
Proof. The second equality follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.
To prove the ﬁrst equality, it suﬃces to show that all deﬁnable functions from some Sn
or Tn into VF have a ﬁnite image. It is enough to prove this for T = SCVFGp,e . Consider
M |= SCVFGp,e of cardinality continuum that contains a dense countable subﬁeld (for example,
sep
Fp (ti | 0 < i < e)((t0 )) ). In such a model, the sorts Sn and Tn are countable but any
deﬁnable subset X of (some Cartesian power of) VF(M ) is either ﬁnite or has cardinality
continuum. To prove that last statement, taking a λ-resolution we may assume that X is
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quantiﬁer-free Ldiv (M )-deﬁnable. If it is not ﬁnite, then, by Corollary 3.7, there is a semialgebraic subset X ⊆ X which is in K-deﬁnable bijection with O d (K) for some d > 0. It
follows that X and thus X has cardinality continuum.
As functions with countable domain cannot have an image with cardinality continuum, it
follows that any deﬁnable function from some Sn or Tn into VF has a ﬁnite image and hence
VF(acl(A)) ⊆ acl(VF(A)).

Proposition 5.4. Let T = SCVFGp,e or T = SCVHGp,e , M |= T and A  M .
aclT (A) = aclACVFGp,p (A) ∩ M
Proof. Pick a ∈ aclT (A). If a ∈ VF, by Lemma 5.3, a ∈ VF(A) ⊆ aclACVFGp,p (A).
Let us now assume that a ∈ Sn (the same proof also works if a ∈ Tn ). By quantiﬁer
elimination in the geometric language, there is a quantiﬁer free LG (A)-formula ϕ(x) such
that ϕ(M ) is ﬁnite and M |= ϕ(a). As Sn (M ) = Sn (M ) and ϕ(x) is quantiﬁer free, we have

a ∈ ϕ(M ) = ϕ(M ), with ϕ(M ) ﬁnite. It follows that a ∈ aclACVFGp,p (A).
Proposition 5.5. Let T = SCVFGp,e or T = SCVHGp,e , M |= T and A  M .
dclT (A) = dclACVFGp,p (A) ∩ M
Proof. Pick a ∈ dclT (A). If a ∈ Sn or Tn , then, as above, there is a quantiﬁer free LG (A)formula ϕ(x) such that ϕ(M ) = {a} = ϕ(M ) and thus a ∈ dclACVFGp,p (A).
If a ∈ VF, by Lemma 5.3, a ∈ VF(A) ∩ M =: F . Let σ ∈ AutACVFGp,p (M /A). The Hasse
derivations (and hence the λ-functions) extend uniquely from VF(A) to F . It follows that
σ|A∪F respects all the new structure on VF in T and therefore σ(a) is a T -conjugate of a over

A. In particular, σ(a) = a and a ∈ dclACVFGp,p (A).
6. Metastability
In this section, we will show that SCVFp,e is metastable (as deﬁned by Haskell, Hrushovski
and Macpherson in [9]). But ﬁrst, let us give some deﬁnitions.
An L(A)-deﬁnable set X is said to be stably embedded if every L(M )-deﬁnable set Y ⊆ Xn
is L(A ∪ X(M ))-deﬁnable. The set X is said to be stable (if it is stably embedded and) if the
structure on X induced by L(A) is stable. For a thorough discussion of (stably embedded)
stable sets, we refer the reader to the appendix of [1]. We denote by StA the structure whose
sorts are the stable (stably embedded) sets which are L(A)-deﬁnable, equipped with their
L(A)-induced structure. We will denote by | A forking independence in StA .
Lemma 6.1. Let T = SCVHp,e or T = SCVFp,e , and let X be an inﬁnite deﬁnable subset
of VFn for some n ∈ N. Then there is a deﬁnable function f : X → Γ with inﬁnite image. In
particular, X is unstable.
Proof. We may work over parameters, and it is thus enough to prove the result for T =
SCVFp,e . Assume X is deﬁned over K |= SCVFp,e . Using λ-resolutions, we may assume that
X is a semi-algebraic subset of K n , that is deﬁned by a quantiﬁer-free Ldiv (K)-formula. By
Corollary 3.7, there is a semi-algebraic subset X ⊆ X which is in K-deﬁnable bijection with
d
, where d > 0 is the dimension of the Zariski closure of X. The result follows by considering
OK
d
the function f : OK
→ Γ sending x to val(x1 ).
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Proposition 6.2. Let T = SCVHGp,e or T = SCVFGp,e , and let A  M |= T . Suppose that
X is an A-deﬁnable set. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) X is stable stably embedded.
(2) X, expanded by relations for A-deﬁnable subsets of Xn for all n, has ﬁnite Morley rank.
(3) X ⊥ Γ, that is, any deﬁnable subset of Xn × Γm is a ﬁnite union of rectangles.
(4) There is no deﬁnable function f : X → Γ with inﬁnite image.
(5) X is k-internal.
(6) X is k-analyzable.
(7) Possibly after a permutation of coordinates, X is contained in a ﬁnite union of sets of
the form s1 /ms1 × · · · × sm /msm × F , where the si are aclT (A)-deﬁnable lattices and F is an
A-deﬁnable ﬁnite set of tuples from G(M ).
Proof. The same characterization of stable stably embedded deﬁnable sets holds in ACVF
by [8, Lemma 2.6.2]. Note that (3) and (4) are equivalent, since Γ is stably embedded in T and
eliminates imaginaries. The characterization thus holds in T for any A-deﬁnable set X which
lives in G im (by Corollary 2.18).
Now let X be a deﬁnable subset of VFn × G, where G is a ﬁnite product of sorts from
im
G . If the projection of X to VFn is inﬁnite, the negation of (4) holds by Lemma 6.1,
and the negation of all other statements follows easily from this. We may thus assume
that the projection F of X to VFn is ﬁnite, and so we are reduced to deﬁnable subsets

of G im .
Definition 6.3 (Stable domination). Let M be some L-structure, C ⊆ M , f a pro-deﬁnable
map to StC (deﬁned with parameters in C) and a ∈ M . We say that tp(a/C) is stably
dominated via f if for every a |= p and B ⊆ M such that StC (dcl(CB)) | C f (a),
tp(B/Cf (a))  tp(B/Ca).
We say that p is stably dominated if it is stably dominated via some map f .
Note that if p is stably dominated, it is stably dominated via any map enumerating
StC (dcl(Ca)) for any a |= p.
Remark 6.4. In the deﬁnition of stable domination, it suﬃces to show that for any B
there exists B  such that B ⊆ dcl(B  ) and if StC (dcl(CB  )) | C f (a), then tp(B  /Cf (a)) 
tp(B  /Ca).
Indeed, as StC is stably dominated, if StC (dcl(CB)) | C f (a), we may also assume (taking a
conjugate of B  over B) that StC (dcl(CB  )) | C f (a) and if tp(B  /Cf (a))  tp(B  /Ca), then
tp(B/Cf (a))  tp(B/Ca).
Definition 6.5 (Metastability). Let T be a theory and Γ an ∅-deﬁnable stably embedded
set. We say that T is metastable over Γ if:
(1) the theory T has the invariant extension property (as in Corollary 4.23);
(2) for M |= T suﬃciently saturated and for every small subset A ⊆ M , there exists a small
subset C ⊆ M containing A such that for all tuples a ∈ M , tp(a/CΓ(dcl(Ca))) is stably
dominated.
Such a C is called a metastability basis.
Let T be a theory and U |= T a monster model of T . Let p(x), q(y) ∈ S(U ) be deﬁnable
types. Then one may deﬁne the tensor product (p ⊗ q)(x, y) ∈ S(U ) as follows. Let C ⊆ U be
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small such that p and q are C-deﬁnable. Then p ⊗ q is the unique C-deﬁnable type in S(U )
satisfying
(a, b) |= (p ⊗ q)|B if and only if a |= p|Bb and b |= q|B
for all small B ⊆ U containing C and all (a, b) ∈ U . We refer to [27] for the basic properties
of deﬁnable types, ⊗ and generically stable types which we will deﬁne now.
Definition 6.6. Let T be NIP and U |= T a monster model. An invariant type p(x) ∈ S(U )
is called generically stable if p(x) ⊗ p(y) = p(y) ⊗ p(x).
Let us also deﬁne orthogonality.
Definition 6.7. Let Q be an ∅-deﬁnable stably embedded set. A type p ∈ S(C) is said to
be almost orthogonal to Q if dcl(Ca) ∩ Qeq = dcl(C) ∩ Qeq for any a |= p. An invariant type
p ∈ S(U ) is orthogonal to Q, denoted by p ⊥ Q, if p|B is almost orthogonal to Q for every set
B ⊆ U over which p is invariant.
As a consequence of metastability (and NIP), we get an alternative characterization of stably
dominated types in case Γ is totally ordered.
Proposition 6.8. Let T be an NIP theory which is metastable over the stably embedded
∅-deﬁnable set Γ. Assume that Γ admits a deﬁnable total ordering and eliminates imaginaries.
A global invariant type p ∈ S(U ) is stably dominated if and only if p is generically stable if
and only if p ⊥ Γ.
Proof. In [14, Proposition 2.9.1.a], Hrushovski and Loeser show that the above equivalences
hold in ACVF. The proof given there generalizes easily to this more abstract setting.

In [9], Haskell, Hrushovski and Macpherson showed that maximally complete ﬁelds are
metastability bases in ACVF. In SCVFp,e and SCVHp,e , we will prove that the situation is
quite similar: separably maximally complete ﬁelds are metastability bases.
But ﬁrst, let us characterize stably dominated types in SCVHp,e . As SCVFp,e is an
enrichment of SCVHp,e by constants, the same results will follow for SCVFp,e . We extend
Dω to all of G by setting Dω (a) = a for non-ﬁeld points.
Proposition 6.9. Let M |= SCVHGp,e , C ⊆ M be closed under D, a ∈ M a tuple and f a
pro-deﬁnable function. The following are equivalent.
(i) The type tpM (a/C) is stably dominated via f (in M ).
(ii) There exists, in M , a pro-deﬁnable function g such that f = g ◦ Dω and the type
tpM (Dω (a)/C) is stably dominated via g (in M ).
Proof. First, note that the existence of g follows immediately from Proposition 5.5.
By Remark 6.4, to prove stable domination of tpM (a/C) and tpM (Dω (a)/C), it suﬃces to
consider B = VF(dclM (CB)) ⊆ VF(M ).
M
Moreover, for such a B, we have that StM
C (B) | C g(Dω (a)) if and only if
StM
C (dclM (B)) |

M
C

M
g(Dω (a)). Indeed, by Proposition 6.2, StM
C and StC are essentially the

same structure up to the fact that StM
C has some more ﬁnite sorts that are irrelevant to
forking. Also, by quantiﬁer elimination, tpM (B/Ca) is equivalent to tpM (B/CDω (a)) and
tpM (B/Cf (a)) is equivalent to tpM (B/Cg(Dω (a))) (note that we are implicitly using the fact
that Cg(Dω (a)) is closed under D as the image of g is in StC ).
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The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence.

Proposition 6.10. Let M |= SCVHp,e , C  VF(M ) be separably maximally complete and
a ∈ M be a tuple, then tp(a/CΓ(dcl(Ca))) is stably dominated.
Proof. Let
E = CΓ(dclM (CDω (a))) = CΓ(dclM (Ca))
E = E∪C

perf

g(Dω (a)) = StM
E (dclM (EDω (a)))
M
g(Dω (a)) = StE
(dclM (EDω (a))) = g(Dω (a)) ∪ C

perf

.

perf

By Lemma 4.15, C
is maximally complete. Thus, tpM (Dω (a)/E) is stably dominated
via g by [9, Theorem 12.18.(ii)], and hence tpM (Dω (a)/E) is stably dominated via g. By

Proposition 6.9, tpM (a/E) = tp(a/CΓ(dcl(Ca))) is also stably dominated.
Corollary 6.11. The theories SCVHp,e and SCVFp,e are metastable over Γ.

7. The stable completion of a deﬁnable set in SCVF
The goal of this section is to generalize a result of Hrushovski and Loeser [14] on the strict
pro-deﬁnability of the space of stably dominated types. We show that their proof holds in a
context general enough to also encompass separably closed valued ﬁelds of ﬁnite imperfection
degree and Scanlon’s theory of contractive valued diﬀerential ﬁelds (see [25]).
For a proof of the following result, see, for example, [27, Remark 2.32].
Fact 7.1. Let T be NIP and U |= T . Then generically stable types are uniformly deﬁnable
in T : for any formula ϕ(x; y) there is a formula θ(y; z) such that for every generically stable
type p(x) ∈ S(U ) there is b ∈ U such that dp xϕ(x; y) = θ(y, b).
Hrushovski and Loeser [14] use this fact, together with Proposition 6.8, to encode the set

X of global stably dominated types concentrating on some deﬁnable set X in ACVF as a
pro-deﬁnable set.
Notation. Given an ∅-deﬁnable stably embedded set Q, a C-deﬁnable set X and
a set A containing C, Sdef,X (A) denotes the set of global A-deﬁnable types p(x)
Q

such that p(x)  x ∈ X, and Sdef,X
(A) := {p ∈ Sdef,X (A) | p ⊥ Q}. Finally, X(A)
:= {p ∈
Sdef,X (A) | p is stably dominated}.
Fact 7.2 [14, Lemma 2.5.1]. Assume T eliminates imaginaries. Let Q be an ∅-deﬁnable
stably embedded set. Assume that the deﬁnable types orthogonal to Q are uniformly deﬁnable.
Q
is C-pro-deﬁnable: there is a C-pro-deﬁnable set Z such
Then for any C-deﬁnable set X, Sdef,X
Q
(A).
that for any A ⊇ C there is a canonical bijection Z(A) Sdef,X
Q
Q
Moreover, if f : X → Y is a deﬁnable function, then, identifying Sdef,X
and Sdef,Y
with the
Q
Q
corresponding pro-deﬁnable sets, the map fdef,X : Sdef,X → Sdef,Y , p → f (p) is pro-deﬁnable.
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We brieﬂy sketch the argument. For notational simplicity, we will assume C = ∅. Let
Q
f : X → Qeq be deﬁnable (with parameters) and let p ∈ Sdef,X
(U ). As p ⊥ Q, f (p) is a realized
eq
type, that is, there is γ ∈ Q such that dp x(f (x) = γ). We will denote this by p (f ) = γ.
Now let f : X × W → Qeq be ∅-deﬁnable, fw := f (−, w). It follows from the assumptions
that there is a set S and a function g : S × W → Qeq , both ∅-deﬁnable, such that for every
Q
(U ), the function
p ∈ Sdef,X
p (f ) : W → Qeq , w → p (fw )
is equal to gs = g(s, −) for a unique s ∈ S.
Now choose an enumeration fi : X × Wi → Qeq (i ∈ I) of the functions as above (with
corresponding gi : Si × Wi → Qeq ). Then
p → c(p) := {(si )i∈I | p (fi ) = gi,si for all i}
Q
Q
into i∈I Si , and one may show that the image Yi of c(Sdef,X
)
deﬁnes an injection of Sdef,X
under the projection map to Si is ∞-deﬁnable. Since the collection of sets {Si | i ∈ I} is closed
under taking ﬁnite products (this may be seen using products of the corresponding functions
Q
) follows.
fi ), pro-deﬁnability of c(Sdef,X

Corollary 7.3. Let T be a theory which eliminates imaginaries, and let X be a C-deﬁnable
set.
(1) Assume T is stable. Then Sdef,X is canonically a C-pro-deﬁnable set.
(2) Assume T is NIP and metastable over the stably embedded ∅-deﬁnable set Γ. Assume
 is canonically
that Γ admits a deﬁnable total ordering and eliminates imaginaries. Then X
 → Y,

C-pro-deﬁnable. Moreover, if f : X → Y is a deﬁnable function, then the map f : X


p → f (p) is pro-deﬁnable, once X and Y are identiﬁed with the corresponding pro-deﬁnable
sets.
Proof. Both parts follow from Fact 7.2. For (1), note that if Q is a 2-element set, then
Q
= Sdef,X . Since in a stable theory all deﬁnable types are generically stable, uniform
Sdef,X
deﬁnability of types follows from Fact 7.1.
Γ

(A) for all A ⊇ C by Proposition 6.8. As in the proof of (1),
In (2), one has X(A)
= Sdef,X
uniform deﬁnability holds by Fact 7.1.

Recall that a theory T has the ﬁnite cover property if there is a formula ϕ(x, y) (where x
and y may be
 that for every n ∈ N there are a1 , . . . , an ∈ U |= T such
 tuples of variables) such
that |= ¬∃x in ϕ(x, ai ) and |= ∃x in,i=k ϕ(x, ai ) for every k  n. The theory T is nfcp if
it does not have the ﬁnite cover property. By a result of Shelah [26, II Theorems 4.2, 4.4], T
is nfcp if and only if T is stable and T eq eliminates ∃∞ x.
The following characterization is due to Poizat.
Fact 7.4 [21, Théorème 5]. Let T be stable. Then T is nfcp if and only if for every pair of
formulas ϕ(x; y) and θ(y; z) the set
Dϕ,θ = {c ∈ U | θ(y, c) is the ϕ-deﬁnition of a (complete) global type}
is deﬁnable.
Corollary 7.5. Let T be stable. Then T is nfcp if and only if for every deﬁnable set X,
the set Sdef,X is strict pro-deﬁnable.
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Proof. Let Z = lim Zi be the pro-deﬁnable set given by the proof of Fact 7.2, with
←−
Z(A) Sdef,X (A) canonically. Then Zi corresponds to canonical parameters of instances of
a formula θ = θϕ (y; z), and πi (Z) ⊆ Zi is precisely the set of those parameters corresponding
to ϕ-deﬁnitions of complete global types, that is, πi (Z) = Dϕ,θ . We conclude by Fact 7.4. 
 of stably
Hrushovski and Loeser showed that for every deﬁnable set X in ACVF, the set X
dominated types concentrated on X is strict pro-deﬁnable [14, Theorem 3.1.1]. Analyzing their
proof, we obtain the following abstract version of this important technical result, which covers
the theories we are interested in.
Theorem 7.6. Let T be a complete theory which eliminates imaginaries, is N IP and
metastable over some ∅-deﬁnable stably embedded set Γ. Let ki∈I be ∅-deﬁnable stable stably
embedded sets. Assume the following properties hold.
(1) Γ eliminates imaginaries and admits a deﬁnable total ordering.
(2) Every set of parameters A is included in a metastability
basis C such that for every

parameter set B = dcl(CB), StC (B)is interdeﬁnable with i ki (B).
(3) The (multi-sorted) structure i ki (with the induced structure) is nfcp.
 is strict A-pro-deﬁnable.
Then, for every A-deﬁnable set X, the set X
 is the content of Corollary 7.3(2). We
Proof. Let X be A-deﬁnable. Pro-deﬁnability of X

recall the construction of the pro-deﬁnable set D satisfying D(B) = X(B)
canonically, for every
parameter set B ⊇ A. Let fi : X × Wi → Γni (i ∈ I) be an enumeration of all A-deﬁnable
families of functions from X to Γeq . As Γ eliminates imaginaries, it is enough to consider
functions with values in Γn for some n. Let gi : Si × Wi → Γni be A-deﬁnable such that for
 ) the function p (fi ) : Wi → Γni is equal to gi,s = gi (si , −) for some unique
any p ∈ X(U
i
 →
si ∈ Si . Then D is the image of the injective map c : X
i∈I Si , p → (si )i∈I .
In order to show that D is strict pro-deﬁnable, it is enough to show that the projection
Yi := πi (D) ⊆ Si is deﬁnable for all i ∈ I. (Note that the collection of sets {Si | i ∈ I} is
closed under taking ﬁnite products.) We already know that Yi is ∞-deﬁnable, so there only
remains to show that it is a union of deﬁnable sets, that is, ind-deﬁnable. Now ﬁx i ∈ I. We
will omit indices and write f : X × W → Γn and g : S × W → Γn in what follows.
Let Z be the set of functions g0 : W → Γn such that there exist:
n

• a ﬁnite product L = j kj j ;
• a function h : X → L, deﬁnable with parameters c;
• for ϕ(y; c, v, w) = (∃x ∈ X h(x) = y) ∧ (∀x ∈ X h(x) = y → f (x, w) = v),
ϕ(y; c, v, w)-type q0 concentrating on L,

a

deﬁnable

satisfying g0 (w) = γ if and only if dq0 y ϕ(y; c, γ, w).
By Fact 7.4, for every formula θ(v, w; z), the fact that, for a given t, θ(v, w, t) is the
ϕ(y; c, v, w)-deﬁnition of a consistent type is a deﬁnable condition in t. It follows that Z is
ind-deﬁnable. We will now show that Z = Y.
 Let C be a set as in Hypothesis 2 such that C ⊇ A and p is C-deﬁnable.
First, pick p ∈ X.
By stable domination, Hypothesis 2 (and compactness), there exists h and L as above such
that for all a |= p|C and all b and γ, if h(a) | C StC (dcl(Cbγ)), tp(b, γ, h(a))  f (a, b) = γ.
Actually, making h bigger we may assume that the above holds for all a ∈ X. Let q = h p,
then q|Cbγ (y)  ∀x ∈ X h(x) = y → f (x, b) = γ and the tuple (L, h, q|θ ) proves that p f ∈ Z
and hence Y ⊆ Z.
Now, let g0 ∈ Z and L, h and q0 as in the deﬁnition of Z. Let C be as in Hypothesis 2,
such that g0 , h and q0 are deﬁned over C. Let b |= q0 |C and a ∈ X such that h(a) = b. Let
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C  = acl(CΓ(dcl(Ca))). Since C is a metastability basis, tp(a/C  ) is stably dominated (and
thus in particular deﬁnable over C  ), so h p is deﬁnable over C  . By orthogonality of Γ and
the stable part, h p is deﬁnable over StC (C  ) = StC (C), which is interdeﬁnable with C. As h p
extends q0 |C , we have that h p = q0 . Let b ∈ W, γ = g0 (b) and a |= p|C  bγ , then h(a) |= q0 |Cbγ
and, by deﬁnition of Z, f (a, b) = γ. It follows that p f (b) = g0 (b), hence g0 = p f ∈ Y and so
Z ⊆ Y.

Corollary 7.7. Let T = SCVHp,e (or any completion of SCVFp,e ). Then for every
 may be canonically identiﬁed with a strict A-pro-deﬁnable set.
A-deﬁnable set X, X
Proof. This follows from Theorem 7.6. Indeed, SCVHp,e is NIP (Corollary 2.14), and it
is metastable over Γ by Corollary 6.11. Since Γ is a stably embedded pure divisible ordered
Abelian group, it eliminates imaginaries. Any parameter set A is contained in a separably
maximal model K, and such a K is a metastability basis (see Proposition 6.10).
Over K, indeed over any model of SCVHp,e , StK (B) = dcl(k(B)) for every parameter set
B = dcl(BK). This follows from Proposition 6.2(7) and the fact that every lattice s ∈ Sn (K)
has a K-deﬁnable basis. Since the residue ﬁeld k is a pure model of ACFp , it is nfcp. (Note that
purity and stable embeddedness of Γ and k follow from the corresponding results in ACVFp,p
by Corollary 2.18.) Thus, all hypotheses of Theorem 7.6 are satisﬁed.

We now discuss a similar context in which Theorem 7.6 applies. Let VDFEC be the theory
of existentially closed valued diﬀerential ﬁelds (K, v, ∂) of residue characteristic 0 satisfying
v(∂(x))  v(x) for all x. This theory had ﬁrst been studied by Scanlon [25]. The theory VDFEC
is NIP, and the residue ﬁeld is stably embedded and a pure model of DCF0 , with the derivation
induced by ∂.
The third author has shown in [23] that VDFEC eliminates imaginaries in the geometric sorts
and that it is metastable over the value group Γ, a stably embedded pure divisible ordered
Abelian group. As shown there, every set of parameters is included in a metastability basis
which is a model, and over any model any stably embedded stable set is interdeﬁnable with the
residue ﬁeld, since it is the case in the underlying algebraically closed valued ﬁeld. As DCF0 is
stable and eliminates imaginaries, it is enough to show that it eliminates ∃∞ x. But this follows
from the fact that the algebraic closure of a set A is the ﬁeld theoretic algebraic closure of the
diﬀerential ﬁeld generated by A by quantiﬁer elimination.
We have thus proved the following result.
 may be
Corollary 7.8. Let X be any A-deﬁnable set in a model of VDFEC . Then X
canonically identiﬁed with a strict A-pro-deﬁnable set.
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